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1. INTRODUCTION
The 21st century has brought about a fierce academic discussion on China’s rise in the international
arena and the implications it will have globally, as China has gained more power and influence on
the global stage. The discussions have had and will continue to have fuel from the turbulences and
uncertainties in the Western countries with phenomena such as populism, or the “authoritarian”
policies used for fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. Some academics have argued China to
collaborate in the current framework of Western-led international order, some for it to challenge the
current order by challenging the prevailing system with their own model for global politics, and others
have viewed their actions as something in-between, as I will illustrate these debates later in the theory
chapter.
International relations as a field focuses much on foreign politics or the global level politics, which
will sometimes have the downside of neglecting the domestic aspects of foreign or global political
topics. China is culturally, politically, and as Guo Sujian (2013) notes, even geographically,
distinctive from other countries. I do not mean to argue here that China is altogether different from
other countries and that it could not be analyzed by comparing and contrasting with some universal
rules of political science, but rather that countries have some special characteristics that could explain
their behavior in foreign and global politics. These, as Chinese government officials would say,
“Chinese characteristics”, could be found in the country’s cultural, historical, and political
background. By looking at these special traits there is a possibility to interpret the actions countries
conduct in the international arena more in-depth. This thesis will be using the advantage of
understanding the political actions that are constructed with the context and background of a certain
country. The constructivist framework (see chapter 3), offers a viewpoint for this kind of thinking, as
it shows how the countries are constructing themselves and the others around constantly through
interpretation.
As I will discuss more in-depth in chapter 2, the fourth industrial revolution and the new or emerging
technologies have created ever more complex societies. These major changes have also affected the
political sphere, as they have brought about new challenges as well as new opportunities for countries
to deal with. The technological changes have made our societies fast-paced and technology-dependent
and have renewed communications by internet and social media by making information more
fragmented, fast, and individualized. During the global pandemic it has truly become evitable how
these technologies have, can and will change societies and politics, as technological applications have
been used in variety of ways to solve problems of distant-life, such as remote working, or materialized
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in apps that help to locate the chain of transmissions. In addition to the visible changes in everyday
lives, the pandemic has illustrated how the choices of the use of technologies relate to the political
dichotomy of liberal versus authoritarian.
As an example of the impact new technologies have, artificial intelligence (AI) brings several
advantages to states, as it allows the growth in scale and speed of information. In some respects, it is
just another type of technology invented, such as electricity or machine guns. However, the
complexity and the wide use of this type of technology spreads the usage of it to a variety of fields in
human life, where it will have a great impact also in our human-machine relations. These technologies
have a possibility to shape our social reality and, also, we shape it via these machines. AI, with other
new technologies, is somewhat similar to any other revolutionary communication devices, such as
television or internet, which were revolutionary on their times. It might be impossible to locate all the
consequences the technologies have by looking at them while they are new, as historical perspective
will bring more understanding of the impacts, but it is also important to discuss the influence these
technologies have while they are new and emerging, so that societies can guide the direction they are
taking.
China has turned from a “world’s sweatshop” into a world’s hi-tech hub competing with US
technology companies with their own technology companies such as Tencent or Huawei in just a few
decades. Once a Maoist country suffering from the Great Leap Forward type of science and
technology policies has turned itself into a more technocratic, technologically successful country with
several leading technology companies importing their innovation products to foreign countries. The
Chinese government has, since Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms, forcefully put effort to advance
its economy and technological development. During Xi Jinping’s era, science, technology, and
innovation has been the driver for economic development, as these will answer the domestic
challenges, such as societal challenges, China faces, like aging of its population or security. China
has formulated quite an amount of science and technology policies in a short time (Cao et al., 2018,
pp. 140–141). Cohen argues, how Chinese trade and information technology policies relate to the
grand strategy of “pursuing policy hegemony over standards for global economic, technical, and
information exchange” (Cohen, 2019, p. 226). This is one of the main questions in this thesis–whether
there is an aspiration for the changes in norms, regulations, laws or other standards.
This illustrates the important discussion of China’s rise in the international arena: how it will rise in
the area of technology. As an authoritarian, non-democratic country, it has raised a group of questions
for discussion in the Western countries about, for example, the privacy of data. This can be illustrated
in the discussions the West has had about China’s new national Social Credit System (see Horsley,
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2018; Meissner, 2017), which gives citizens a credit score according to their behavior and uses
algorithms and data to achieve these goals. Another example of the discussions could be the
implications of China’s surveillance technology in authoritarian African countries (see, e.g.
Romaniuk & Burgers, 2018). These questions illustrate discussions of China’s relations between them
and other countries.
The leadership position in science and technology will have implications for foreign or global politics,
as these leaders will have influence over the use of technologies in other countries. As the political
systems, societies and cultures of countries differ, these traits will have an impact on how the
technologies will be implemented elsewhere. The question of regulations for the new technologies is
evident everywhere, as both the West and China discuss these issues (more on this in chapter 2). How
these regulations are formed depends on the countries or areas who are making the rules and
regulations.
Another widely discussed issue related to Chinese technology is the Chinese authoritarian cyberspace
with surveillance and the Great Fire Wall as its characteristics. China’s censorship model has also
been imported to other authoritarian countries, such as Iran and Russia (Kulmanen, 2017). This raises
questions of the relations of new technologies and political models, and how these will impact the
global level of regulations and rules of the technological sphere. There will be new challenges for
regulations and norms, but it is worth to note, that the basis for communication and information is
similar regardless of time and place, and some things may stay unchanged, as new technologies are
only a new way for human interactions. Political systems and their impact on regulations is a good
example of this: the new technology does not remove the already existing structures of these regimes.
Authoritarian internet, in contrast to the free and open internet, which is the ideal in the Western
countries, has been an interest of many scholars (see, e.g. Deibert et al., 2011, Diamond, 2019;
Paltemaa & Vuori, 2009; 2015; Qiang, 2019).
In this thesis, I will look at the Chinese technology policies together with the question of China’s rise
in the 21st century, and link these to the academic discussions in the field of international relations.
In addition to this field of study, the research will contribute to the wider research of the impact states
and other political actors have on the implementation of technologies, the dichotomies and differences
of democracies and authoritarian countries, and other such fields of studies. I am interested in how
the Chinese context affects the technology policies in different areas of technology, and argue for the
importance to understand these policies, as they might have global impact through the norms or
regulations, depending also on how the rise of China is perceived.
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The analysis will be conducted by using several documents, such as policy documents and speeches
that reveal overall Chinese technology policies, cyberspace policies or artificial intelligence policies.
The variety of themes in the documents will give an outline of the Chinese technology policies.
Theoretically, this research draws on social identity theory, which acts as a guideline for
understanding the Chinese technology strategies by looking at the social identities China has. The
social identity of a country is constructed, for example, from its historical or cultural background, and
this then effects on how they perceive themselves in relation to other countries. Social identity theory
has been used to theorize rising powers (see, e.g. Larson & Shevchenko, 2014), and, therefore, is
suitable for this thesis topic. Andreas Bøje Forsby (2016) has constructed an analytical framework
for China’s grand strategy of 21st century by using the social identity theory. This framework will be
used as a basis for my own research. My research questions are the following: which social identity
strategies China uses in its technology policies? What does these strategies tell about China’s
technology policies in different fields of technology? Furthermore, I will look at the possible
differences Forsby’s framework and the documents used in this research will reveal. The results will
presumably reveal, to some extent, China’s aspirations in the technology policies and how these might
affect the global scale. These results will also continue the discussions on rising powers and connect
these discussions in the technology policies.
This thesis will be divided into five parts. First, I will discuss the impact of fourth industrial revolution
and information technologies for the societies and political landscape and connect these discussions
to the Chinese case. Second part, the theory chapter, has four parts. First, I introduce the most wellknown schools of thought of international relations and defend a constructivist view for the
framework of this research. Then, I introduce the core theoretical framework used in this research,
social identity theory. From there, I will continue with explaining the social identity theory as a part
of discussions in international relations. Last, I will introduce Andreas Bøje Forsby’s theoretical
framework of social identity theory, which is developed to analyze China’s grand strategy for the 21st
century.
In the third part, the method chapter, I introduce content analysis, which is used as a methodology for
this study. I will also present the materials that are used in this analysis. Fourth part contains the
analysis itself, which will be conducted by using the different primary source materials. Fifth, I will
discuss the findings and last, draw a conclusion of the whole thesis.
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2. TECHNOLOGIES AND POLITICAL SPHERE
Technological change of the current societies is a vast phenomenon that is not easy to summarize.
Hanson (2008, p. ix) concludes that “writing about a revolution while it is still in progress is a
challenge.” Even if not yet certain what kind of political, social, economic, and other implications it
will bring, it is certainly going to have, and already has a great impact on all these spheres. The fourth
industrial revolution will continue from the changes that the third industrial revolution has ignited
and expand these even further, with the historical speed and scope, and the systems impact (Schwab,
2016). Schwab covers a list of industries that will have technological breakthroughs, such as artificial
intelligence, robotics, the Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles, 3-D printing, nanotechnology,
biotechnology, materials science, energy storage, and quantum computing.
As technology will have a vast impact, it should also be studied in the field of international relations
and political science, and not only from the technological viewpoint, but also by looking at the
relations political actors have with technology. Fritsch (2011, p. 28) raises the importance of
international relations to include the study of technology, which he claims is not a widely researched
field. He favors the broad definition of technology that in addition to material artifacts focuses also
on “softer aspects”, such as “technology-related norms and ethics, organizational aspects as well as
the general belief in progress”, which he calls “technological system.” This identifies the need for
research of technological impacts in the social sciences, which focus on the human and their
interaction with technologies. This issue also relates to the debate between technological determinism
and social constructivism. I do not agree with the technological determinism viewpoint that believes
technologies to guide the consequences they will have on societies, but rather favor the viewpoint
that humans themselves also shape these consequences. In the field of international relations this
would mean to study the impact nation states have in the field of technology, and when relating to
the topic of this thesis, how China will impact on technological development with its policies. I will
explain more on this constructivist framework in chapter 3.
As this thesis approaches the subject from the viewpoint of social sciences, I will not define
technological aspects in-depth, but only cover the overall impact technologies and especially new or
emerging technologies will have on societies and the political sphere. I will briefly explain some core
technology terms that are relevant for the thesis subject, such as data, 5G, artificial intelligence, the
Internet of Things and cyberspace.
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2.1 New or emerging technologies
I will briefly discuss some new or emerging technologies that were mentioned in the documents used
in the analysis. These technologies are defined as new or emerging technologies by being emergent
during the fourth industrial revolution.
Artificial intelligence does not have a straightforward definition. One option would be to define
artificial intelligence with two key terms: autonomy and adaptivity (Elements of AI). Autonomy
means that system performs tasks without constant guidance. Adaptivity means that system learns
with increasing experience and data that helps it to improve performance. Russel and Norvig (2010,
p. 1-2) offer four categories for some definitions of AI: thinking humanely, thinking rationally, acting
humanely, and acting rationally. Thinking-definitions are related to thought processes and reasoning,
whereas acting is related to behavior. There are two types of artificial intelligence: artificial general
intelligence (AGI) and narrow AI (Elements of AI). AGI is unreachable (general intelligence that
may solve any kind of intelligent task), whereas narrow AI may solve a certain kind of intelligent
task, and this kind of AI in use already.
AI concerns several subfields that work with intellectual tasks (Russel & Norvig, 2010, p. 1).
Important fields that use AI are, for example, robotics, machine learning and deep learning. AI is used
increasingly everywhere: Spotify suggests songs we like by learning our tastes in music, military
robots hit the target with increasing accuracy, chat robot helps us with our customer experience, and
so on. In addition to the positive effects, there are several issues these systems give rise on:
transparency of algorithms, manipulation, and questions of privacy. Algorithms work in a black box–
the mechanics of algorithms could be a business secret or merely too complicated to trace the exact
causal mechanism for a certain issue (Elements of AI). These issues raise questions of who defines
how these algorithms work.
One of the terms also closely related to artificial intelligence, which requires a short discussion, is
data. In the technological sphere, data refers to digital information. In addition to regular data, there
is also big data, which according to European Commission “refers to large amounts of data produced
very quickly by a high number of diverse sources” (European Commission, 2021). It will have a great
impact on societies with the wider scope and more accurate use of information. One issue is the
question of privacy, which the vast amount and new means to collect data brings. In Europe, the
questions have led to General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that came into force in 2018, which
is meant to solve some of the issues digitalization and globalization have on data privacy
(Tietosuojavaltuutetun toimisto). Several other countries around the globe have adopted similar laws
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to protect data privacy (see, e.g. California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), Philippines Data Privacy
Act of 2012, Canadian Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act). China has
approached data privacy mostly with its 2017 Cybersecurity Law (Pernot-Leplay, 2020) and have
recently made drafts for “Data Security” and “Personal Information” laws (Creemers & Webster,
2020). The approach is somewhat different from the EU and the US, but the interest towards privacy
protection is growing also in China.
Internet of Things refer to technologies and research disciplines that provide the means for internet
to merge with the real world. People and objects become interconnected. This kind of technologies
are used, for example, in smart cities or smart home technologies to connect smart phone with the
home security system. 5G also enables the Internet of Things and illustrates how many of these
technologies often overlap. 5G is a fifth-generation telecommunication system. 5G does not only
affect mobile communications, but has a wide impact on several fields, such as health or energy
(European Commission, 2016). China has an advanced 5G technology, and it therefore cooperates
globally in this area. The safety of China’s 5G, related to technology company Huawei, has been a
heated discussion last years in the Western countries, which has led some countries, such as US,
Britain, and Sweden, to ban Huawei from their markets. This reflects the relationship between the
economy, technology, and international relations, and highlights the need to study technology policies
closer.
In Merriam-Webster dictionary, cyberspace is defined as “the online world of computer networks.”
Choucri (2012, p. 7) notes that it allows humans to interact in ways that were earlier impossible. She
illustrates how cyberspace is one of the new technology-offered spaces without traditional constraints,
and how it will change international relations by offering “new opportunities for competition,
contention and conflict.” Jensen et al. (2018) also point out that these capabilities, which cyberspace
offers, are additional to the traditional ways of states to engage in their affairs. The “new”
phenomenon in political sphere (since some of them are basically old ways in a new form) include,
for example, disinformation campaigns. Additionally, industrial espionage has implications for states.
Disinformation relates to threats to democracy, whereas industrial espionage has implications for
economy when states may steal industrial information by the means of growing their own economical
and state power. In 2019 China was being accused several times for industrial espionage (Traficom,
2020, p. 18). Jensen et al. (2018, pp. 145–149) also mention cyber espionage as the means to alter
power balances: China uses short and long-term espionage most than any other country. Information
and innovation give leverage, but as Jensen et al. note, being dependent on other state’s innovation
sabotages economic growth.
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Cybersecurity is a widely discussed area of cyberspace in the context of international relations. It also
relates to the questions of sovereignty and human rights, when some countries stress freedom and the
free flow of information, and others the cyberspace sovereignty (Tikk & Kerttunen, 2020, p. 2).
Sovereignty becomes an option when states feel “disenfranchised or disempowered in terms of
internet governance”, in the current dominance of multi-stakeholder model of internet governance,
and it has been somewhat to, for example, China (Carr, 2015, p. 653). It is also worth to add the
importance of domestic cybersecurity for China. Jensen et al. (2018, p. 143) note that China’s foreign
policy objective is sovereignty, similar notion to Guo (2013), who demonstrates how China needs to
secure the “hard core” of its political system to keep the Communist Party in power.
One of the core fields of states, security, is increasingly impacted with technological development,
especially with artificial intelligence that will bring new applications. In military and warfare,
Johnson (2019, p. 159) illustrates that AI could have negative effects on international security by
boosting current physical and virtual risks and uncertainties, by changing their traits or by opening
new security threats if there are no policies, norms, or defenses. Long and Zhu suggest that AI has
brought both, opportunities for cooperation and competition between two great powers, China, and
US (Long & Zhu, 2019). Gill (2019) furthermore demonstrates how AI will become the new nuclear
power, which will have effect on norm-setting and arms control, as well as bring a need for discussion
amongst countries with AI technology. It will raise discussions in international law, new tools and
competences, and a need for trust-building and confidence among users. Gill furthermore notes, how
companies will also have an impact in the development due to the civilian AI applications. The
relation between domestic and global is also evident. Wright (2018) suggests that domestic security
might have global implications. As an example of the People’s Republic of China, Wright notes,
referring to Scobell (2003), that this could be seen in history of associations between domestic
security and the use of military force externally (Scobell, 2003 in Wright, 2018, p. 33).
2.2 China and the new technologies
As I presented earlier, technologies and their implementation are closely related to actors who
implement them, and, therefore, political systems have an impact. I would define China as a posttotalitarian, a definition originally created by Václan Havel (1985) and used by China scholars Juha
Vuori and Lauri Paltemaa. The party of the post-totalitarian state has lost its belief of changing the
society with its ideology but uses totalitarian means to secure its power. The party still has power
over some fields whereas on others, such as private life or economy, it gives more liberties (Paltemaa
& Vuori, 2012, pp. 15–16). The concept helps to enhance historical context, and, also, the possibility
for comparing it with other similar systems.
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The political system itself will guide technology policies distinctively from liberal democracies. For
example, China’s authoritarian practices have an effect via technology companies, especially since
the tight relation between Chinese political system and the market is different from the Western
systems. Market is not free in a similar way to West. Security export is heavily influenced by private
Chinese companies (Weber, 2018). Weber (2018, p. 73) conclude that in the large Chinese technology
companies it is common to have Communist party committees in decision-making levels. Even when
Chinese companies employ similar logics to Western technology companies, they also operate within
the Chinese state system. To what extent does these contexts affect policies, which then, furthermore,
have a great impact on societies in general? In a global world, these policies are affecting several
states. Weber (2018, p. 73) argues Chinese security terms to be increasingly global due to the
increasing export of their products.
Paltemaa & Vuori (2009, p. 15) have concluded with their research on Chinese politics of technology
and its historical aspects, that “autocratic political orders may have a greater hold of the political
effects of the application of technologies than some believe.” Paltemaa & Vuori also argue, in
addition to political ends, that Chinese use technology as means to get economic and other benefits.
The alternative view on the liberalizing and democratizing communication technologies has begun at
latest once disinformation become a well-known phenomenon in the West.
States emphasize technological development since it brings advantages in several fields, such as
economy and security. AI relates to the question of global leadership and rising powers. Numerous
countries invest in artificial intelligence and compete to create national policies. Since it is an
important investment, China has joined this race, which is evident from the number of plans related
to artificial intelligence, as well as the amount of funding. China has plans to invest in AI with an
increasing amount of funding in the core AI industries, by 2025 400 billion RMB, and by 2030
exceeding 1 trillion RMB (State Council, 2017) and thus aims to become an AI leader by 2030.
Strategic importance of the AI industry attracts countries to race for a leading position.
During the COVID-19 the interest to invest in artificial intelligence has become even more evident
(McKinsey & Company, 2020) and the research in this field is even more important, especially in the
context of China, which has been active in the use of AI and in the cooperation of the private and the
public sector in the fight against the virus (see, e.g. Weinstein, 2020).
Technology-related issues have been widely studied in the Chinese context, especially in relation to
cyberspace (see Austin, 2014; Gagliardone, 2019; Paltemaa & Vuori, 2015; Marvel, 2010; Jiang,
2012; Lorentzen, 2014; Ventre, 2014). Technology has also been studied, for example, in the context
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of digital silk road (Hernandez, 2019) or privacy and surveillance in the digital sphere (Das et al.,
2018; Qiang, 2019). While still a relatively new topic in discussion, and as being more visible during
the Xi Jinping presidency, artificial intelligence in the context of Chinese policies is not a highly
researched subject, but some studies have been made (Feldstein, 2019; Ding 2018; 2020, Cowls et al.
2021). Outside the academia, artificial intelligence policies and strategies has been analyzed in several
think thanks and by other similar actors (see Fischer, 2018; Allen et al., 2018). As many of the
technologies overlap, the research issues also tend to overlap. This thesis will contribute to this wide
field of research subjects by linking the studies of Chinese technology policies with the international
relations and political science, and offering a new, not yet explored viewpoint for the Chinese
technology policies in the 21st century by investigating the impact of the Chinese social identities in
these questions.
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3. SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
In this theory chapter, I will introduce theoretical framework for my research on China’s AI policies.
First, I will debate the three ‘main’ schools of thought in international relations – realism, liberalism,
and constructivism, to discuss the nature of the subject, and, also, add English School of International
relations to the discussion. Second, I introduce social identity theory in its original form in social
psychology. Third, I will discuss social identity theory in the context of international relations. Fourth,
I will present particularities of social identity theory in relation to the Chinese context.
This research will approach social identity from a constructivist framework. Before I present social
identity theory itself, I will debate the basic theories of international relations and situate my own
approach within this field, as these theories define the nature of international relations and foreign
politics. The main theories include realism, liberalism, and constructivism, but does not limit only to
these three. As these three are the most important and very well divide the basic differences in
understanding the international relations, I will discuss them further, and explain why constructivism
will be the basis for this study. Last, I will also briefly discuss English School of International
relations, as it has been used to study China’s engagement in the international arena and is somewhat
similar to constructivist approach.
3.1 Constructivism within the international relations
The main opposition in the interpretation of the international relations is seen between realism versus
idealism, which includes both, liberalism, and constructivism. Classical realism claims that
international relations should be studied as they are, with power and interests at the core. Idealism,
which, furthermore, has influenced both liberalism and constructivism, on the other hand, emphasizes
the possibility for peaceful change. This relates to the question of rising powers, such as China: is it
seen as a major power who is always willing to gain more influence and power, or as a peacefully
rising nation and a spokesperson of the multilateral world?
Morgenthau, theorist of classical realism, proposes that “international relations is about states
pursuing interests defined in terms of power” (Brown, 2001, p. 32). State is the most important actor
since it has influence over all the other bodies. Additionally, states seek for power, which will help
them to achieve all the other goals. This relates to the anarchy of the international system where there
is no world government, which then, furthermore, leads to a self-help system, in which states need to
take care of themselves (Brown, 2001, pp. 32–33).
The division between newer schools, neorealists and neoliberalists in the 1980s, has deepened the
debate between realism and idealism. Neorealism, which was developed especially by Kenneth Waltz,
11

emphasizes the anarchic structure of international relations. Waltz’s theory emphasizes the structure
of international relations and the anarchic nature of it, and as he declares, it is not a theory for foreign
politics. (Forsberg & Pursiainen, 2015, pp. 72–74.) According to Forsberg and Pursiainen, his
followers have instead used this theory also to analyze foreign politics, and, therefore, it is important
in the key debates. Waltz argues that self-help system leads to a concern for security, which leads
states to perceive other states as potential threats. This leads to the balance of power, in which there
are poles, which can be used to define the balance (Brown, 2001, p. 46).
Before the end of Cold War, this balance of power was defined as bipolar – two camps consisting of
USSR and the United States. The end of the Cold War was perceived by the US as a chance of
becoming a unipolar power, but instead other regions started to gain influence (Clegg, 2009, pp. 18–
19). This multipolar development has further given a chance for China to engage in the international
arena. In realism, balance of power is seen as timeless and it can explain international relations in
every part of human history (Puranen, 2017). In this view, there is a constant struggle for power
balance, and especially major powers want to gain more power. This is not necessarily the case when
analyzing rising powers, such as China, from the constructivist framework, as it (together with
liberalism) accepts the possibility for peaceful rise.
I will briefly add some discussion about concepts of status quo and revisionism. Concepts of status
quo and revisionism relate to the question of rising powers and could be understood differently in
various theoretical contexts. Wendt (1999, p. 24) notes that in classical realism the question of
whether states are status quo or revisionist relates to some extent to the question of whether it is fear
or power that motivates them. Realism and liberalism reveal only simple insights into whether a
country is a status quo or a revisionist. The interpretation benefits from constructivism to the extent
that it gives more insights to the question of why it would be a status quo or a revisionist state. It helps
us to go deeper than security and wealth, by adding historical, cultural, or other aspects to the
discussion, without neglecting power, wealth, security, and other reasons, which realism and
liberalism suggest are the core of actions. Wendt illustrates how constructivism can also add to the
question of material polarity: it may show why some poles are friends or enemies and then help us
understand why the material polarity matters.
Neoliberalism, contrarily to neorealism (led by Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye), challenges the
state-focused view, emphasizing the importance of multinational corporations and international
organizations. In addition, it challenges the idea of strategic power balance to define international
relations, as well as claims that states have interdependence with each other. Last, it also argues that
international institutions have an important part to save everyone’s war against everyone, which
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realists argues to be the inevitable case. The norms and rules of these institutions (for example
international organizations or international law) pursue cooperation. (Forsberg & Pursiainen, 2015,
pp. 19–25.)
According to Grieco, neorealists and neoliberalists see cooperation in different light: neoliberalists
argue that states are concerned over absolute gains from cooperation – neorealists on the other hand
over relative gains. Grieco notes how the way states actually operate within the international system
to be in favor for relative gains, and, the existence of international institutions on the other hand to be
in favor for absolute gains (Grieco, 1988 as cited in Brown, 2001, p. 50). It is also worth to add that
liberalism sees interdependence to lead in a state of no hierarchy of issues, whereas realists emphasize
the security as the most important issue (Keohane & Nye, 1977;1989 as cited in Brown, 2001, p. 39).
According to Wendt (1999, p. 118), who is a constructivist scholar, the debate between relative and
absolute gains is to a certain extent about the interest of states – whether it is about security or wealth.
This view favors the interpretation and context – it is not given which motivator is at the core of
actions.
As liberalism favors cooperation and institutions as the explanatory forces for international relations,
and even if these two are important, they do not have enough explanatory effect to answer why a state
engages in cooperation or institutions in the first place, such as realism fails to do the same with
focusing on security and power. These explanations oversimplify complicated reality if used alone
while refusing insights from constructivism.
Constructivism adds to the debate between realism and liberalism. Wendt (1999, p. 1) argues that
whilst neorealism favors individualism and materialism (micro-economic approach and power and
interests as its core) and liberalism favors individualism, but rejects the idea of power and interests,
and replaces it with the importance of international institutions, constructivism on the other hand
accepts two basic tenets:
“(1) that the structures of human association are determined primarily by shared ideas rather than
material forces, and
(2) that the identities and interests of purposive actors are constructed by these shared ideas rather
than given by nature.”
Wendt (1999, p. 17) adds these as related to two concepts: first, related to idealism in opposition to
materialism, and second, related to “holist” or “structuralist” view in opposition to individualism.
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Realism and constructivism accept agent’s relation to the structure in a different manner (ideational
versus material) (Wendt, 1999, p. 142).
“Idealists believe the most fundamental fact about society is the nature and structure of social
consciousness” (Wendt, 1999, p. 24). This is what Wendt calls the distribution of ideas or knowledge.
Wendt (1999, pp. 24–25) argues that materialists and idealists may accept each other’s ideas to some
extent: that shared beliefs could affect behavior or that material forces could have effect on social.
He emphasizes “interaction” between material and social meanings – but also accepts material forces
to not only take shape through social meaning, but also, that some of them could be independent of
these social meanings, and even that these social meanings could be affected by material forces. This
is an important notion, since it shows how constructivism adds to realist and liberalist interpretation
by not excluding these views, but by showing the explanatory force of construction.
Wendt (1999, p. 115) also discusses about the importance of schemas and deliberation that are created
by shared ideas or culture. In other words, material and social conditions are interdependent, and
constructivism argues that also the ideas, interests, and norms have effects, and that material forces
are not the most important issue. I agree with Wendt – material forces cannot be neglected, but they
should not be treated as the only core motivator for states. It is the interaction between socially
constructed meanings and material forces that counts. Last, in opposition to realism’s claims on
anarchy, constructivism sees anarchy to be something that states construct (see Wendt, 1992).
Somewhat similar school of thought to constructivism, the English School of International relations
(English School) has been used recent years in the research of Chinese foreign policies and the rise
of China (see, e.g. Aukia, 2017; Buzan, 2018; Kopra, 2018). It shares some similarities with
constructivism but differs in some respects. It is interested in history more than the three main theories.
Like constructivism, it rejects the idea of anarchy, as it claims international system to form an
international society with certain norms and institutions. English School adds an important viewpoint
that history has value. Although, I do not see constructivism to exclude the idea of history as a context
– the focus and methods of these two theories only differ, as constructivism does not focus on history.
Just as different disciplines have their own way to understand a part of the world from their unique
point of view (such as anthropology versus biology in the study of humans; anthropological and
biological facts do not exclude each other) also, these international relation theories emphasize one
aspect of the whole picture, even though, there are some differences that cannot overlap with each
other. Some parts of these theories exclude other parts, but in some parts, they also have similarities.
Even if I will mainly use constructivist perspective as my viewpoint, this thesis does not deny realist
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or liberalist (or English School) claims entirely. Since even the theorists of these school of thoughts
debate about which one of them is correct, as a master’s thesis writer I cannot manifest one theory to
tell the whole truth.
As I agree with some claims realism and liberalism make, such as power, interest, and security to
have importance in foreign politics, or that international institutions or economy has an effect to it,
the notion that ideas, norms or identities also have importance is convincing. As Wendt argued, this
does not mean that material aspects would have no importance – it only means that social and material
are in dialogue with each other.
In the article regarding English School, China Studies scholar Puranen (2017) argues that three main
theories do not encourage historical details to be studied, as these rely on certain conformities. Even
if constructivism would entail some conformities, it can be adjusted to historical contexts, as will be
seen in the Forsby’s theoretical framework in section 3.4 (p. 20). Therefore, it is favorable to discuss
about English School and constructivism as having more similarities than differences. These theories
might have divergent focuses, but many of their claims about the reality are similar.
Social identity theory as a socio-psychological theory fits well with the ideas of constructivism, and
I do not see why historical aspects would be neglected in this – they exist in the background but are
not in the focus of my research. In that sense, constructivist aspect fits this research with its
conformities, but does not neglect history as a context.
Realism would argue in favor of too much determinism – that technology would always lead to a
similar cause. In this thesis, I am looking at technology policies in Chinese context through identities,
which for realism would have no special meaning, since the same causalities of power and security
would be found in every national context. I argue that it is important and beneficial to look at the
Chinese policies in the context of Chinese politics, history, and culture, which has influenced the
formation of the policies. Therefore, I also argue that it is rather the dialogue between material forces
and ideas that explain the policies. Technology policies and their outcomes in China are different
from, for example, European Union’s, and the social constructs favor the explanation. As Wendt
(1999, p. 111) also argues, the use of technological capacities and realization of developments
depends on the actors.
3.2 Social identity theory
Social identity theory (SIT) was originally developed in the field of social psychology by Henri Tajfel
and John C. Turner to understand inter-group behavior and inter-group conflict. The studies of
intergroup conflict form on the idea of intergroup behavior and how individuals behave in relation to
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their own group and the opposite group (Tajfel & Turner, 2004, p. 368). These groups are divided
into an in-group (the group where individuals are in) and out-group (the group of other individuals).
Tajfel and Turner have found that even the recognition of being a part of a group triggers intergroup
discrimination and favoring of the in-group. (Tajfel & Turner, 2004, p. 374.)
Tajfel and Turner define intergroup behavior to “consist of interactions between two or more
individuals (or groups of individuals) that are fully determined by their respective memberships in
various social groups or categories, and not at all affected by the interindividual personal relationships
between the people involved” (Tajfel & Turner, 2004, p. 368). As an example, they give, for instance,
soldiers on the opposite sides of the battle for the intergroup behavior.
In their studies Tajfel and Turner (2004, p. 374) divided subjects into random groups with “trivial
performance criterion.” These subjects then had to give money to other subjects, and the only
information they had was their code-number and group-membership without any context of
background between the subjects. In these studies, Tajfel and Turner found in-group favoritism and
out-group discrimination. Their studies showed that maximum difference between groups was more
crucial to the subjects than maximizing their in-group profit. Additionally, they mention how several
studies have shown subject’s choice to be closer to a maximum joint payoff when dividing money
between two unidentified in-group members instead of two out-group members. What Tajfel and
Turner concluded from this was that even if the results in amounts were the same, in-group members
were granted more.
Tajfel and Turner (2004, p. 376) define group membership as: “The individuals concerned define
themselves and are defined by others as members of a group.” Individuals will identify themselves
socially in relational and comparative manner. Social identity consists of individual’s self-image,
which stems from their social categories. (Tajfel & Turner, 2004, p. 376-377.)
Tajfel and Turner (2004, p. 377) lay down theoretical principles for social identity as follows:
1) Individuals aim to get or maintain positive social identity
2) Social identity is based on comparisons between in-group and relevant out-group, in-group being
positively differentiative from the out-group
3) When individuals are not satisfied with social identity, they try to either move to a more favorable
out-group or change their in-group into a more positively distinct one.
Status is a general concept in social identity theory. Tajfel and Turner define it as a result of intergroup
comparison. There are three kinds of strategies which a group may engage in to change their negative
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or threatened social identity: individual mobility, social creativity, and social competition. (Tajfel &
Turner, 2004, p. 380-382.)
Individual mobility refers to the strategy where individuals try to get from a lower into a higher-status
group in the status hierarchies. In social creativity strategy, group members seek positive
distinctiveness for their in-group by changing or redefining the components of the comparative
situation. Their actual objective resources or social position need not to change. This group strategy
may have these elements: comparing in-group to out-group in a new way, changing the earlier
attached negative values of attributes into positive ones or by changing the out-group in which to
compare themselves into. (Tajfel & Turner, 2004, p. 380-381.)
In social competition strategy in-group directly might compete with the out-group to gain positive
separateness. They might try to change the relative positions of the groups. This strategy leads to
conflict and antagonism between dominant and subordinate groups over resources. (Tajfel & Turner,
2004, p. 382.)
It is relevant to note, that Tajfel and Turner have discovered that individual mobility and some of
social creativity strategies may reduce intergroup conflict. It is also worth to note, that dominant
groups may also have a possibility to have insecurities over losing the positive comparisons, which
create their social identity. This also relates to the questions of legitimacy and stability of the system.
(Tajfel & Turner, 2004, p. 383-384.) One strategy for the subordinate group could be to question the
legitimacy or stability the dominant group possess.
3.3 Social identity theory in international relations
Social identity theory adds an important discussion on rising powers, and it has also been used in the
field of international relations (see Forsby, 2016; Hymans, 2002; Larson et al. 2014a; Parlar Dal,
2019; Volgy & Gordell, 2019). In international relations, social identity theory is often used to
understand status or to emphasize the realist concerns for states who seek security. Forsby (2016, p.
22) claims that researchers tend to focus on one or the other. I agree that these two do not exclude
each other – social identity strategies could also derive from material-based reasons, but as well from
a purely status-based reasons.
Jonathan Mercer’s Anarchy and identity (1995) has been an influential article using SIT in
international relations in the context of neorealism. Mercer (1995, p. 247) argues that “groups are
inherently competitive”, which is one of the issues when pairing realism and SIT. If this were the
case, then why would other SIT strategies than social competition exist? Also, as realism claims
material forces to be the primary driver for any actions, social identities would be primarily driven
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by material forces. This I cannot agree with, since it neglects any other context that might also give
rise to social identity: culture, politics, history, geography, et cetera.
What is status and why is it important to states? In addition to the concerns of security and materialbased variables there is also an interest in status questions. Even if status is studied also in the realist
framework, Larson et al. (2014b, p. 5) argue that the history of neglecting status in this field of
research is related to the favor of structural theories – to the balance of power and hierarchy, which
leads to a “hegemonic war.” The use of social identity theory in explaining power and status is one
way to initiate new ways of thinking in the field of IR. Wohlforth (2009, p. 35) notes that studies
suggest social status to be an important as itself and not only a way to attain other goals. This
strengthens the constructivist view on social identity – that material forces alone are not the drivers
for social identity.
Larson et al. (2014b, p. 7) define status as “collective beliefs about a given state’s ranking on valued
attributes (wealth, coercive capabilities, culture, demographic position, sociopolitical organization,
and diplomatic clout).” They also point out how status appears as a membership in a defined club and
as a relative position in this club. Status, as a part of social identity, realizes in collective action, in
relation to other groups. It is also subjective, and not necessarily only related to material resources.
(Larson et al., 2014b, p. 8.)
Larson et al. (2014b, p. 13) illustrate how status and power should be understood as separate concepts,
with criticizing the term power as something that relates to resources or capability. They give an
example: “A lame duck president and an emeritus professor have status but not power” (Larson et al.,
2014b, p. 14). If status and power were intertwined, then it would not matter if a state had status but
no power. High status is favorable: it brings collective self-esteem and others’ respect for state’s
interests and concerns. Clunan (2014, p. 274) notes that authority builds on status, and, therefore is a
resource worth competing over. Soft power is one example of the need for status. Larson et al. (2014b)
refer to power as material forces, but I would expand the idea a bit. One example of status separately
from material resources would be soft power, which is desirable, considering the investments
governments put into it. High level of soft power brings status. China’s material capabilities have
grown at the same time as it aims to influence in international organizations, such as UN, for example
in the security council (Kulmanen, 2017). I do not see these having a necessary causal relation: if
China had more status it would probably also have more power in other fields. This shows that it is
not only the material capabilities that enforce status, but that status can also enforce material
capabilities.
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High-position group also needs to accept the improved position the lower group has, as social identity
is relative. The questions of legitimacy and stability of the system must be considered, and this relates
to the power relations. For example, the declined legitimacy of the US-led system would give an
opportunity to other states to question their position in it, including China.
I will briefly look at how social mobility, social creativity and social competition are understood in
the context of international relations. States act as in-groups and out-groups. Larson and Shevchenko
point out states to have a “reference state”, which is similar in culture, history, region, or size (Collins,
1986 cited in Larson & Shevchenko, 2014, p. 37). In the case of China, this differs depending on
which issue we are looking at. For this research, one of the important reference states would be the
United States because of its size and ‘great power’ status. In the context of technology, reference
“states” could also be European Union or technologically developed countries, as these act as an outgroup, which China is comparing itself with. This will be analyzed deeper later in the analysis section.
Regarding group mobility, social mobility is used as a term instead of individual mobility (Tajfel &
Turner, 2004, p. 380; Larson & Shevchenko, 2014, p. 38). Regardless the field of study, the setting
is similar in social identity theory: social mobility strategy makes states to, for example, to imitate
out-group, social competition strategy to defeat them or social creativity strategy to add new value in
their attributes. (Larson & Shevchenko, 2014, p. 38)
How a theory from social psychology can be transferred into a theory of international relations? Since
SIT is a sociopsychological theory with groups in its focus, and these groups are constructed with
individuals, I do not see it as an issue to also define a state as a group of individuals. Sasley (2011, p.
452) notes that states can be defined as a group by how they react to events and other actors, and
these to have an effect not on individuals but to the group, such as Americans. Forsby points out how
Tajfel and Turner have noted their theory to also enclose substantial social categories (Forsby, 2016,
p. 84).
Hyman (2002, p. 9–15) notes three possible problems with SIT in international relations that should
be considered, but do not prevent the usage of SIT in IR. These include:
1) the notion that in-group preference does not necessarily lead to out-group hate.
This means that conflict is not inevitable and favors the constructivist framework. It is also
emphasized with the notion that there are other social identity strategies than social competition.
2) the notion on settled versus un-settled status/power hierarchies, which he suggests to “distinguish
between different types of discriminatory tendencies – unranked group and ranked group situations.”
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These refer to differences between established and unestablished hierarchies of status. In this thesis
this should be considered with the question of whether there is a hierarchy of states in the field of
technology policies or is it a part of something that has been already established.
3) the notion of the level of ontological uncertainty – for example, criticism for SIT to study groups
without shared history or culture.
Hyman notes that this could be seen in a higher level of in-group favoritism. Although, again, Hyman
notes that in-group favoritism does not necessarily lead to out-group hate, and, therefore, it is not only
the level of in-group favoritism that triggers the social identity.
Hyman (2002, p. 17) notes that there might be various group selves, which motivates the decision
maker to act. In this thesis the group will be People’s Republic of China in a sense that policymakers
will be the actor. I am interested in the so called Zhongnanhai elite opinion that represents China’s
policymaking. China is an authoritarian state, which therefore gives certain restrictions to pluralist
thinking. As Guo (2013, p. 280) notes, China’s “foreign policy-making structure and process” has
been described as extremely centralized and elitist with constrains from the political system of China.
Therefore, it is reasonable to consider state as a unitary actor.
3.4 Social identity theory in the Chinese context
In this thesis, I use Andreas Bøje Forsby’s (2016) theoretical model of China’s five identity strategies.
Forsby has constructed a theoretical framework to understand the logic of social identity as a
motivational driver for the Chinese grand strategy in the 21st century, based on the analysis of official
policy documents, such as speeches and white papers. This theoretical model considers a wide range
of variables from political culture to historical background, which should be included when studying
Chinese policies, as constructivist framework suggests. These will illustrate how China will construct
technology policies. As technology policies are tightly linked to the grand strategy of the 21st century
and China’s rise, Forsby’s model will offer an insight to these questions. Forsby (2016, p. 357) defines
grand strategy “as a set of principles for the strategic employment of a state’s resources to pursue its
overall goals in relation to the existing international order.” Technology policies have not been
studied within the social identity theory framework, and my research will contribute to this knowledge
gap.
Identity in the Chinese context has gained scholarly attention in the field of international relations
(see Gries 2005; Rozman, 2011; Zhang, 2013; Deng, 2008). Deng (2008) relates the question of status
in the study of Rising China and notes several advantages it could bring into the research, such as
separating it from other rising powers, understanding how past effects the present, and with
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connecting domestic and international politics. He concludes that “Judging by the frequency of the
term’s use in official Chinese discourse and scholarly analyses, the PRC may very well be the most
status-conscious country in the world” (Deng, 2008, p. 8). China’s status concerns are a mixture of
the past and the current, domestic and international – combination of their rising material capabilities
and the historical, cultural and political context. Gries (2015) has also pointed out the possibilities
that social identity theory might add to constructivist view on the study of Sino-US relations, as
competition is not the necessary outcome, like realists would conclude.
Forsby has studied social identity theory by constructing a comprehensive theoretical framework. It
gives a more in-depth viewpoint for this analysis than the overall studies on Chinese identity as a
ready-made analytical framework, and, by using social identity theory as its basis. I will now discuss
more of the framework and add some changes to it when implementing it in my own research.
Forsby (2016, p. 19) himself favors a constructivist approach but does not deny some of the claims
of realism or liberalism. He derives motivational drivers of Chinese grand strategy from a
constructivist perspective to complement liberalist and realist interpretations, which, he argues, is
missing from the current discussion. This viewpoint fits to my own theoretical framework since I
argued constructivism to add valuable information to liberal and realist views.
Forsby (2016, p. 139) also notes how to define revisionism and status quo in relation to the question
of the grand strategy. Forsby suggests these to be understood with the distinction of engagement and
detachment, status quo, and revisionism. These may be then combined as pairs of engaged status quo
or detached status quo, engaged revisionism or detached revisionism, which may be seen in the grand
strategy of different historical eras.
Scholars have debated whether China is a status quo or a revisionist state, and this question also
shows, to some extent, the differing views of realists, liberalists, and more constructivist views.
Realists favor the strong revisionist viewpoint, which leads to inevitable competition over hegemony
(see, e.g. Mearsheimer, 2001). Liberalists favor status quo as cooperation brings it (Ikenberry, 2011).
On a more constructivist note, Buzan (2018) has talked about how China has engaged more in global
international society after 1990s. Jones (2020) has argued that there is a false disagreement in whether
China is a status quo or a revisionist state since China should be considered as situating in-between.
Deng (2008, p. 21) conceptualizes it as a combination of securing its core interests, increasing power,
and balancing these with economic interests and cooperation, which is close to Jones’ viewpoint.
Some notions fall in-between like Schweller and Pu (2014, pp. 147–148), who show how there might
be expressive and instrumental purposes on identity questions.
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Forsby (2016, pp. 48–51) defines the issue by conceptualizing status quo and revisionism into three
eras of history. In 1990’s Chinese strategy was defined as detached status quo: China accepted the
unipolar liberal order and was reserved to engage institutionally or normatively in this order. In 2000s
Chinese strategy turned into engaged status quo, where they took more role in the international arena
by engaging in organizations and cooperation. 2010s is described as engaged revisionism. Forsby
backs up this definition by noting the role of China in promoting new institutional platforms, the
growing willingness to face Western powers especially in the United Nations Security Council and
the regional territorial disputes. I would lean more on Jones’ (2020) argument since China’s attitude
seems to be something in between – not purely a status quo or a revisionist approach. As Kallio (2011)
concludes, China emphasizes that it does not want to have hegemony but does not grant it to others
either. Although, Forsby’s “engaged revisionism” separates it from the earlier patterns of status quo
approach and shows the historical change of the approach.
Forsby defines the logic of social identities as having causal mechanics in two ways. First, he sees
them “as a generative force producing recurring patterns of social organization along the lines of
ingroup/out-group differentiation due to underlying cognitive dispositions” and second, he sees these
“as a structuring force having a both constraining and enabling effect on social behavior by virtue of
the specific discursively structured markers and guidelines found in any social identity” (Forsby, 2016,
p. 42). With the second notion he adds constructivist perspective into the study of social identity. He
also brings narrative logics into his theoretical framework, which he argues helps social identity
theory to adapt better into the political sphere of study (Forsby, 2016, p. 104).
There are four aspects in which Forsby (2016, p. 24) builds his theoretical framework: inside-out
perspective, discursive building blocks, narrative categories and five identity strategies. Inside-out
perspective in opposition to outside-in perspective is defined by Forsby as “in which the identity of
the state is seen as unique, that is, as constructed from within the particular cultural, historical and
political settings of the state in question.” Outside-in perspective on the other hand focuses on how
regional or global level socializes states to identity. I see this to work both ways: regional and global
level shaping the states, but, also, the context of the state to shape state’s identity. However, I favor
the inside-out perspective in a sense that the inside influences state identity and is worth to research
in the context of historical, political, and cultural aspects.
Forsby (2016, pp. 162–163) identifies four discursive building blocks of Chinese state identity and
calls these “China’s historical consciousness or collective memory about itself.” China’s state identity
form on these four discursive building blocks: Sino-civilization, Confucianism, the century of
humiliation and the Communist March.
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Sino-civilization builds on the idea of China as a “civilization” rather than a nation-state. This derives
from its long history, tradition, the century of humiliation and specific developmental path. These
aspects include the concept of the middle kingdom (the center of the world), Chinese heritage (such
as Chinese calendar), old language, dynastic heritage, and Taoism. Furthermore, Chinese civilization
has absorbed some foreign elements but eventually made these “Chinese” or marginalized. (Forsby,
2016, p. 168-171.)
Second building block, Confucianism, teaches to be good, emphasizes collectivism, social harmony,
and order, and is a universalistic philosophy (granting everyone the possibility to become an official)
(Forsby, 2015, pp. 174–179). These ideals combine in Tianxia theory (天下, all under heaven), which
is a Chinese theory for studying China’s traditional system of foreign relations to replace current
Western system with this reinterpretation of the world system. According to Tianxia theory, the
current international order with competing nation states should be replaced with a world government.
(Puranen, 2020.)
Third building block, ‘The century of humiliation’ refers to the periods of history where China was
‘humiliated’ under foreign powers (Forsby, 2016, p. 181). These include, for example, the First
Opium War (1839-1842), the First Sino-Japanese War (1894) and the Second Sino-Japanese War
(1937-1945). Forsby argues that these had an impact on Chinese self-understanding by causing the
sense of inequality, trauma, and weakness.
Fourth building block, the communist march, is related to the idea of the communist China and the
Chinese Communist Party to free the nation from the century of humiliation, and to make their nation
strong and prosperous (Forsby, 2016, p. 188). Forsby presents how sovereignty, modernization and
‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ are part of this building block. Socialism with Chinese
characteristics also includes the idea of authoritarian or post-totalitarian China, which should be noted
even if not as its own building block. This includes the idea of Chinese peculiar political system,
which they perceive as strong due to its characteristics, authoritarianism, and post-totalitarianism –
in opposition to liberal democracy.
These discursive building blocks serve as a base for narrative categories of Chinese state identity,
which then, furthermore, can be linked to the five identity strategies. These twelve state identity
narratives include Westernizing China, Sovereign China, Civilizing China, Socialist China,
Developing China, Humiliated China, Rejuvenating China, Globalist China, Peaceful China,
Harmonious China, Sino-centric China and Dreaming China (Forsby, 2016, p. 192).
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In table 1, there are descriptions of these twelve narrative categories. In figure F, these narrative
categories are linked to the five identity strategies.
Forsby defines social identity theory strategies as social affiliation (Forsby’s label for social mobility),
social competition, and three types of social creativity (i.e. moral highgrounding, downward
retargeting and self-cultivation). The five identity strategies include: Globalist China (social
affiliation), Sovereign China (moral high-grounding), Unified China (downward retargeting), Sinocentric China (self-cultivation) and Rising China (social competition). These strategies are illustrated
in figure 1.
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TABLE 1: An Overview of Chinese state identity, from Forsby, 2016, pp. 194–195
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FIGURE F: Constructing the main narrative categories of Chinese state identity, from Forsby,
2016, p. 205
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FIGURE 1: The five main narratives of Chinese state identity, from Forsby, 2016, p. 276
Forsby (2016, p. 109) also adds the concept pairs of introversion/extroversion and
universalism/particularism in the construction of Chinese state identity, to assist the definition of
relationship between in- and out-groups. Introversion is inward-looking/intra-state approach and
extroversion outward-looking/international approach. Universalism deals with it by being inclusive,
particularism as being exclusive. In the model these relate to the questions of detached/engaged status
quo/revisionist state.
Forsby (2016, p. 237) notes that Sovereign China strategy is an introvert strategy since “…rather than
seeking recognition from its salient out-group states, China actively distances itself from them by
shielding itself behind its territorial and political sovereignty.” In certain context this is evident, but
in technology policies there is also another layer of Sovereign China, in the cases when sovereignty
regards also other countries. Forsby (2016, p. 239) also notes this type of sovereignty, by pointing
out that it can also “be categorized as a universalistic narrative”, as noting a “universal equality of
sovereign states.” Although, he also points out this to only be a paradox if universalism and
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extroversion are always tied together. Since there is a possibility for both, introvert and extrovert
Sovereign China strategy, this strategy should be perceived as having both of these traits as a
possibility. As an example of extrovert and universalistic sovereignty strategy, the sovereignty of
other countries is also related to the discussion of China’s engagement in cooperation with developing
countries (see China’s State Council Information Office, 2021). I would also add that the out-group
of Sovereign China could in some cases be Western countries in general, when there is “moral
highgrouding” by China as a defendant of sovereignty in technology policies. I will analyze this later
in this research.
In my research material these identity strategies presumably act quite similar way to Forsby’s
theoretical model. On the other hand, there are few aspects in which my material differs: technology
policies are not only heavily government or state sphere issues, but also related to economic sphere
and private sector. The nature of the subject might have some effect on how identity strategies are
adopted. Second, as Forsby focused in a vast amount of quantitative material, I will focus on one
topic area, which has not been studied before with the social identity theory. Also, I will study
carefully whether these strategies occur in technology policies as Forsby suggests.
I will presumably find the three, Globalist China, Sino-centric China, and Rising China in the
materials. Two other strategies, Sovereign China and Unified China are less likely to appear in these
documents. As Forsby has noted, Rising China is increasingly visible in the materials during the
recent years and I assume this will also be seen in the documents of this thesis. Sovereign China and
Unified China would likely appear in the documents related to issues that are more related to these
themes of unification and sovereignty, such as Xinjiang for the former and military-related topics for
the latter, and, therefore, I will possibly not find as much of these as the other three strategies.
I have also changed the conceptualization of the in-groups as Forsby has presented them. I see the
names of in-groups as not ‘groups’ but more as ‘ideals’ of groups, which they wish to enhance or
preserve. It seems that Forsby is trying to show the ‘layers’ of the in-groups. In this analysis I will
refer to all these in-groups as ‘China’ to clarify the analysis. ‘China’ in this research refers to the
Zhongnanhai political elite, who conducts the policy documents. I will this way align it with the nonpluralist thinking of having state as a unitary actor. I do not disagree that several in-groups could exist,
but for this research the analysis will benefit from simplifying the in-groups into Chinese political
elite and by keeping the out-groups as they are in this model.
Forsby (2016, p. 37-38) also notes that there is a periodical change in the use of these strategies
(although not full change – many could be appearing at the same time), and, therefore, I will also pay
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attention to the possible changes in the strategies in these documents, which are from a later period
than the documents used in Forsby’s analysis.
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4. METHOD AND MATERIALS
In this thesis, I will use qualitative content analysis as the method to analyze social identity strategies
in China’s technology policies. First, I present the qualitative content analysis. Second, I discuss the
materials used in this study. Last, I will discuss ethics, reliability, and validity. The research questions
for this thesis are the following: which social identity strategies China uses in its technology policies?
What does these strategies tell about China’s technology policies in different fields of technology?
4.1 Qualitative content analysis
Qualitative research is an exploratory research, as it tries to understand the phenomenon rather than
to explain the phenomenon, in opposition to quantitative research. Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, p. 27)
describe it as empathizing with the research subjects and their context, thoughts, emotions, and
motives. They draw from Von Wright who defines exploration to include the understanding of
meanings (Von Wright, 1970b cited in Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 28). Qualitative research provides
different ways to understand the research phenomenon in opposition to explanatory quantitative
research. It offers a tool to look behind the numbers. Quantitative research searches for causalities,
whereas qualitative research methods could be used for a description of the content, summarization
of the key themes or examination of the process or form of the delivery, or conceptualization of
content in the text (Drisko & Maschi, 2015, p. 85).
For this research, I will analyze speeches and other documents by conducting a content analysis,
which is one of the several types of qualitative research of text analysis. Content analysis aims to
describe content of the document verbally (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 107). Content analysis studies
communication as the “picture of the reality”, for example, in opposition to discourse analysis, which
studies it as “constructing the reality” (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 48). It helps to study the question
of policies in relation to social identity, which is very much based on the given meanings.
There are three ways to conduct content analysis: theory-based, theory-oriented, and materialoriented analysis. Theory-based and theory-oriented analysis are both deductive analysis whereas
material-oriented analysis is an inductive analysis. These two logics of reasoning define how the
analysis is conducted. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 110.) In this research, I will use theory-based,
deductive analysis as my guide for conclusions. In this kind of study, theoretical concepts for the
phenomenon are derived from the theory as “already known” (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 116). The
units of analysis or coding in deductive analysis is based on a theory or conceptual system from
previous empirical research, which act as a framework for the analysis (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p.
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116; Drisko & Maschi, 2015, p. 106). The qualitative content analysis often identifies categories or
themes (Drisko & Maschi, 2015, p. 93).
In theory-based analysis, frame for the analysis contains classifications and categories, which are
inductively derived from the material (even in the deductive analysis) (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p.
116). Units of analysis categorize coded research material. Deductive coding uses former empirical
research and theory in categorization (Drisko & Maschi, 2015, p. 106). I will use Forsby’s five
identity strategies (social identity strategies) as my categories (see page 27). These will guide the
categorization and classification of the units of analysis found in the documents. In this study, I will
collect relevant parts from the materials: words, sentences, paragraphs, and general themes, which
then allow me to test Forsby’s model in a new context. However, deductive analysis does not only
mean comparing the theory with the new material – I may also criticize or develop the former
empirical model in comparison to the new research material.
4.2 Materials
For this research, I have used different documents to investigate Chinese identity strategies in
technology policies; five speeches, two State Council’s notices, one journal commentary, and one
journal article. The materials were published between the years 2016 and 2020. All materials, except
the State Council’s (2016) notice, were collected from the New America blog and, therefore, did not
contain the number of pages. When transferred to Microsoft Word, the speeches varied between 2 to
7 pages, Zhuang (2018) journal commentary was 6 pages, journal article by the Cyberspace
Administration of China (2017) was 9 pages, and the longest document was the State Council’s (2016)
notice with 102 pages.
All the materials were selected to reveal the official narratives. Therefore, the speakers and publishers
all include government officials: president, foreign minister, State Council, and other governmental
positions. As I will analyze the official strategy, the suitable approach for this is to look at what the
officials, who engage in the official strategy and its narratives, discuss. For this study, one important
aspect was to find documents that are also translated, so that the researcher may analyze more material
due to the restrictions of translation speed.
Documents were collected via internet searches with relevant key words, such as technology-related
terms (introduced in the chapter 2) combined with key words “China” and “policy”, which first helped
the researcher to investigate relevant policies and documents. Chinese government documents are
quite difficult to find and especially when looking also for the translations. The searches led to the
New America think tank’s website, where most of the technology-related and translated documents
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were found. One of the documents were found from a website held by the policy research organization
the Center for Security and Emerging Technology. The translations are translated by the experts of
policy and/or languages. All translations, except for one document, are translated by New America
think tank. State Council (2016) notice is translated by the Center for Security and Emerging
Technology (CSET), which is a policy research organization by the Georgetown University. The
materials used were mostly from these narrow sources, but only since no other significant material
related to technology policies were found, and because the translations were of high quality.
There were three topical sections, which in these materials could be categorized as overall science
and technology policies, artificial intelligence, and cyberspace policies.
Wang Huning’s (the member of the 19th Politburo Standing Committee) speech at the World Internet
Conference (3.11.2017) circles around the topics of digital economy and cyberspace, especially
related to global cooperation and cybersecurity. On the one hand, there is emphasis on cooperation
and openness, and on the other hand emphasis on sovereignty and security. It was published short
after China’s new Cybersecurity Law was implemented in June 2017, which requires enterprises to
store data in China, and gives the government the right to conduct security checks (Maranto, 2020;
Wagner, 2017). China’s approach to data is mixed with surveillance, control, and consumer privacy
(Pernot-Leplay, 2020, p. 49; Wagner, 2017). The Cybersecurity Law was implemented to close the
gap between China and other countries in global cybersecurity, but also for a higher cybersecurity
through control and sovereignty of the Chinese internet (Wagner, 2017). Wang’s speech reflects these
aims China has: to engage more globally, but to also ensure security and sovereignty of its cyberspace.
Xi Jinping’s speech at the National Cybersecurity and Informatization Work Conference (30.4.2018)
also regards cybersecurity issues, and it was published during the US-China trade war (during the
Trump administration), which shows in emphasizing the importance of domestic innovation in the
technology sector. During 2018, US and China imposed tariffs with increasing amounts, and by 2020
January the amount was hundreds of billions of dollars (BBC News, 2020). In addition to domestic
innovation, the speech also discusses strengthening cybersecurity, and the cyberspace governance
both in domestic and international context.
Two other documents regarding cybersecurity and cyberspace included one journal article
(15.9.2017), which was published by an entity under the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC)
and a commentary (16.9.2018) by CAC chief Zhuang Rongwen, both published at Qiushi, a journal
which guides party’s ideology and theory. These two documents share a similar timespan as the two
speeches: the first one was published after the Cybersecurity law, and the second during the trade war.
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Both, the journal article, and the commentary, have similar notions which the speeches already
brought up. The journal article discusses issues of China’s aim to be a cyber superpower, the
importance of cybersecurity, global internet governance, and raising the global influence, steering the
public opinion in the new environment, digital economy, indigenous innovation, military-civilian
integration and leadership, and the laws and regulations. This shows that the indigenous innovation
was already important to China as a tool to advance its technology development before the actual
trade war started. Xi’s (2018a) speech and the CAC (2017) journal article are the only ones to point
out to military-civilian integration. However, there is possibly no meaning in why it is mentioned in
some cyberspace-related speeches or articles while in others it is not, as it was only a brief notion.
The second document, the commentary, discusses the new forms of online communication and public
opinion. In addition to the domestic aspect, it also refers to some international issues. Even the
document was published during the trade war, it does not refer to it, but to internet governance,
importance to improve laws and regulations, and it emphasizes the sovereignty of China and other
countries. Overall, all the documents related to cyberspace seem to point out to rather similar priorities
in China’s cyberspace policies.
Two of the analyzed documents were related to artificial intelligence. These were Xi Jinping’s speech
on artificial intelligence (31.10.2018) and the State Council’s A New Generation Artificial
Intelligence Development Plan (2017). The AI plan maps out Chinese strategy and deployment of
artificial intelligence and the related industries and technologies. It shows two important aspects
artificial intelligence has for China: economic impact and social impact. AI will be used to guide
innovation and modernization, but also as a tool for social governance and security. In the document,
there is a clear strategic mapping for the ideal utilization of AI for years 2020, 2025 and 2030.
Artificial intelligence is still a relatively new topic in discussion and has been more visible during the
Xi Jinping presidency. Even if it is a new technology, it also relates to the overall history and
meanings of technology policies, which can be found also in these documents.
The speech was a part of Xi Jinping led Politburo study session, which are study sessions for experts
to give a lecture on their expertise (Lu, 2018 cited in Creemers & Kania, 2018). Dotson (2020) notes,
that these sessions have in recent years emphasized the personality cult of president Xi Jinping and
the image of him as “a policy expert and great ideological thinker.” The speech, similar to the plan,
emphasizes the importance of strategy, economy, laws and regulations, and the social impact of
artificial intelligence on society and people’s lives.
Artificial intelligence as a term is still vague and so is the definition of related fields in policy
documents. In both documents, there is a notion on the importance of ‘core technologies’, which
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Ding interprets Chinese to consider as basic research in fields like deep learning, development of
basic software and hardware or applied research in, for example, cybersecurity (Ding, 2018, p. 11).
Ding continues these core AI companies to be innovative “in a specific, industry-agnostic part of
the AI architecture…” in opposition to AI-related companies and their focus on specific industries.
As Coplin et al. (2020) note in their analysis related to Xi’s (2020) speech at the Scientists’ Forum
(more of this further), in recent years there has been an emphasis on “indigenous innovation” in
“core technologies”, which also shows in these materials, as the AI plan and AI speech have both
been published during the trade war. This has boosted the discussion of the need for Chinese
technologies in the strategically important areas.
Last three documents were not categorized as related to cybersecurity or artificial intelligence but
related to either technology in general or data. There were two speeches, Xi Jinping’s speech at the
Scientists’ forum (11.9.2020) and a part of foreign minister Wang Yi’s speech at the international
seminar that proposed Global Data Security Initiative (8.9.2020). In addition to these, the analysis
included a policy document the State Council Notice on the Publication of the National 13th FiveYear Plan for S&T (2016). Two of these documents are the most recent in overall documents, which
also gives light to late development of technology-related issues.
Xi’s (2020) speech is aimed at the scientists and science and technology workers, mostly for the
domestic audience (except foreign scientists in China), and as Coplin and College (2020) note, shows
a continuation of the relevance of science and technology for China in the speech that continued the
Deng Xiaoping’s 1978 speech on science and technology. They also point out how the speech was
aimed to increase the nationalistic spirit among scientists and to increase the justification of state
intervention. The speech emphasizes economic and social development, just as the artificial
intelligence documents, which shows again the importance these areas have for modernization and
strategic position of China. It also brings up the need for innovation, which relates to the same issues.
Wang’s (2020) speech stands out with its different content. It is proposing a Chinese-led initiative to
global audience, and, therefore heavily circles around foreign policy and international relations,
therefore, not focusing as much on domestic development of technology. The initiative itself is a
blueprint China offers for all the countries globally to use for formulating global data security
“principles”, which includes multilateralism, “security and development”, which includes sovereign,
lawful data security protection and open business environment to all countries, and “equity and
justice”, which refers to prevention of “politicizing data security issues”, referring to blocking Huawei
from several markets such as US and Australia during the time of the speech.
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State Council (2016) notice is the longest document with 102 pages (English translation). It was
published by the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, which “is the executive body of
the highest organ of state power” and “the highest organ of state administration” (The Communist
Party Website). It is a plan for science and technology innovation during the 13th Five-Year Plan
(2016-2020). The document offers principles and clear guidelines for science and technology
innovation by listing several industries, for example, information technology, energy technology and
urbanization. It draws science and technology innovation goals for both the domestic and
international sphere.
Two of the speeches, Wang (2020) and Wang (2017), were aimed at the international audience,
whereas all the other documents were above all aimed at mainly domestic audience as guidelines or
principles for technology development.
The challenges and restrictions of these documents lie in the possible conflict with what is said and
done. The documents act as ideals and reveal values and guidelines but might not fully reveal the
actual practicalities. Even so, it is also important to look at these values, ideals, and guidelines, which
somehow reveal the practical actions to some extent, as argued within the constructivist framework
in the theory chapter. These will compliment the practical actions and, also, to help understand them
in a more in-depth level.
4.3 Ethics, reliability, and validity
I will briefly discuss the ethics, validity, and reliability of this research. First, as a theory-based thesis,
this research will employ meanings from the preconceptions. Constructivism guides the research to
be understood as a part of a subjective world. Even I, as a researcher, am part of the subjective world
in which we constantly give meanings to the issues and phenomena. Therefore, this research cannot
be purely objective, which I argue, is the nature of human sciences. When the researcher
acknowledges the biases, prejudices, and preconceptions they have of the researched phenomenon,
and do their best to criticize their own thinking, then the objectivity of the research is maximized.
Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, p. 19) conclude a similar idea in explaining how the research results vary
according to what kind of conceptions the individual has, what kind of meanings researchers give to
the phenomenon and what kind of instruments they use in the research. I do not claim this to be
constructivist thinking as such but note that there are similarities in the emphasis of the subjectivity
of human-related issues. In addition to the validity of the research, Tuomi and Sarajärvi discuss about
the concept of neutrality. This relates to the question of how gender, political views or other issues
relate to the interpretation of the material. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 133.)
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It is also valid to ask why to study Chinese politics from the Western context. This is important since
the variation in the contexts gives more viewpoints of the phenomenon. Additionally, as Chinese
political system does not encourage free flow of information, these phenomena are also important to
study in the different parts of the world. A follow-up question would be, why it is not enough for
Chinese emigrants to study the question. For this, also the diversity of the viewpoints is the answer,
since people cannot fully remove all the biases, prejudices, and preconceptions they possess.
Validity means studying what is promised to study and reliability means the repeatability of the results
of the research. Tuomi and Sarajärvi note that these concepts have been criticized since they have
emerged in the field of quantitative research. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 133.) Validity and
reliability relate to the questions of subjectivity and objectivity. These concepts should be kept in
mind when conducting the research. In theory-based qualitative content analysis validity requires the
critical examination of the theories used, as well as the context these derive from. It is also important
to lay out the research design, theory, and concepts in a transparent manner. Reliability is also
contested by the already mentioned issues regarding the researcher´s background. These issues are
best addressed with critically examining the biases, prejudices, and preconceptions, and by carefully
examining the theories and concepts used.
All these questions need constant self-awareness and examination of the ways used in all parts of the
research. When conducted as such, the research is as objective as it could be.
Last, why did I choose qualitative content analysis over other methods? As already mentioned, human
sciences, in my point of view, differ from natural science and, therefore, will favor from a qualitative
research approach. This does not mean that I refuse mixed-method thinking – quantitative and
qualitative research at best complement each other. Due to the length of this thesis and skills the
researcher has, I will only use a qualitative research method. This research could also be done with a
mixed-method analysis. The reason to choose the content analysis derives from the nature of the
research question, theory and the materials used. There are usually three ways to look at the policy
content: content analysis, framing and discourse analysis. I chose content analysis since it does not
look at the underlying meanings, but the overall content itself. This is compatible with social identity
theory, as I am looking for social identities rather than the structures or frames.
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5. ANALYSIS
In this analysis I will look for the five identity strategies identified by Forsby (2016), Globalist China
(social affiliation), Sovereign China (moral high-grounding), Unified China (downward retargeting),
Sino-centric China (self-cultivation) and Rising China (social competition), and critically examine
whether these appear as in Forsby has pointed out, or if there are differences either in the incidence,
the nature of strategy, or the existence of these strategies. I will also, within the scope of this research,
examine

the

components

and

their

reliability:

who

are

the

in-groups/out-groups,

extroversion/introversion, distinctiveness, the basis of self-esteem, universalism/particularism, and
mission. Last, I will discuss if I find something that the model has not yet included, or if there are
differences arising.
The analysis will be presented as such: before the actual analysis I will briefly present some strategic
terms used in Chinese foreign policies that could also be found in the analyzed documents. After this,
I will present the found strategies by starting from, as was expected, the most frequently found Rising
China, and after this present three other strategies that were relevant in the documents, Sino-centric
China, Globalist China, and, also, Sovereign China.
Technology policies were quite like the other policies as the strategies acted mostly similar to the
Forby’s model, and as expected, the years after Forsby’s research showed also an emphasis on Rising
China strategy. However, the Rising China was not the only strategy, as there were other strategies
which could be found from the same documents. The interpretation of these strategies and their
importance shows what is the relevance of these strategies. Additionally, there were some parts of
Forsby’s model that I would change, at least when regarding technology policies. I will discuss these
further in the analysis and the discussion chapter.
5.1 Rhetoric in Chinese foreign policy
I will briefly explain some of the frequently used concepts in the Chinese foreign policies, which are
especially evident in the public diplomacy, but are also visible in other materials that are not as such
aimed at the foreign audience, like, for example, the State Council’s (2016) notice. Some of these
concepts are already noted in the Forsby’s model itself and linked to certain strategies, like “China
Dream” and “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese people”, which are linked to Rising China strategy.
Here I will expand the terms used in Chinese foreign politics but include only the ones that have been
found from the documents and have been included in this analysis.
“Community of a Common Destiny” is a phrase Xi Jinping has used since 2012, although, Kallio
(2018) reminds that the phrase is not originally invented by Xi. He notes how the phrase has been
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included in the Chinese constitution and even several UN documents. Zhang (2018, p. 196) notes that
the phrase has two meanings: originally it was used for improving relations with neighboring
countries yet it is also a part of China’s longer-term strategy “to maintain a peaceful ‘period of
strategic opportunity’ in the first two to three decades of the 21st century to further develop itself.”
Zhang also argues that the term itself is vague, which makes it difficult for other countries to embrace
it. In the analyzed documents, a new twist for this rhetoric called “a Community of Common Destiny
in Cyberspace” was found (see, for example, p. 47).
Another frequently used pair of words is X with Chinese characteristics. It could be, for example,
socialism with Chinese characteristics or democracy with Chinese characteristics. Kallio points out
how this is since China uses relativism instead of universalism, “so that it need not feel ideologically
challenged” (Kallio, 2018). China does not promote, for example, universal democracy, but its own
kind of democracy, and legitimizes different use of these same concepts by relativism. It opposes the
Western universal ideals with this rhetoric.
China Dream (中国梦, zhongguomeng) or “the Dream of China” as Jyrki Kallio (2015) also translates
it, is a collective dream, in opposition to the American individual American Dream since it refers to
China as a nation. China Dream is also historically linked to the “dream” of industrialization and
modernization and the CCP who delivers these to the Chinese people (Ferdinand, 2016, pp. 942–943).
The industrialization and modernization are tightly linked with technology policies that will bring
these advantages to the country. China Dream also links to One Belt One Road Initiative, by engaging
in the international arena more, but not merely submitting to Western-led order (Ferdinand, 2016, p.
955). Additionally, according to Iida (2020, p. 4), China Dream “necessitates China to maintain a
peaceful international environment through following a path of “Peaceful Development.”” Both, the
“rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” and “peaceful development” were used already during Hu Jintao.
Iida (2020, pp. 3–4) notes that what makes Xi’s approach distinctive is making the “rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation” an objective and pairing it with the slogan “China Dream.” The “rejuvenation”
means to transform China into a strong and blossoming country and to gain the position it deserves
due to its historically proved greatness. He notes how Xi has also declared that peaceful development
is followed as long as China’s “core interests” are safeguarded. China Dream is therefore linking the
domestic and international goals together, by building a strong nation both domestic and abroad.
These “core interests” are also visible in technology policies.
In 2012, Xi proposed “a new type of great power relations” between United States and China, which,
according to Breslin and Zeng (2016, p. 774), was partially for the bilateral issues between the two
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countries, “but from a more symmetrical position than before.” United States and China were now to
be two Great Powers, for China to be more an equal than inferior developing country. Breslin and
Zeng also illustrate how this partially meant China to accept a role and a duty as a great power, which
means also to have the role and duty to solve global issues.
5.2 Rising China
First, I will discuss briefly about the overview of the documents related to Rising China strategy, and
then go deeper in the details of the materials. As Forsby (2016) noted in his framework, Rising China
has become more noticeable in the recent years. In the analyzed materials, which were all published
after 2015, meaning after Forsby’s research, the similar notion was evident. Rising China was visible
in all materials and was a dominant strategy, even if other strategies might have also been found. This
strategy occurred in several ways, and the themes of these documents had an influence over how they
occurred.
In an overview of the materials, artificial intelligence documents were stating Rising China most
explicit. This was due to the role of a sidenote of other strategies, such as Globalist China, as global
cooperation and other similar kind of notions were only in a minor position in the State council’s
(2017) AI plan compared to the overall text. Xi’s (2018b) speech expressed this even further, as there
was no notion on Globalist China strategy. Rising China was mainly expressed with emphasis on a
strategical position artificial intelligence will have on China’s position in this field of technology.
In the field of cybersecurity, the Rising China strategy was evident mostly through the aim of China
becoming a “cyber superpower”. The last three documents related to other technology fields had a
slightly different approach among them. Xi’s (2018a) speech and State Council’s (2016) science and
technology plan were both having a similar approach to artificial intelligence documents: the
emphasis was on strategical aspects, such as the need for China to catch up domestically in innovation
and to grow its influence globally. Third document, Wang’s (2020) speech on Global Data Security
Initiative was, on the other hand, a mixture of balancing between Rising, Sovereign and Globalist
China, but as the topic itself was a Chinese initiative, which would guide other countries, the overview
was again leaning towards Rising China strategy in this document.
As Rising China strategy was the most evident strategy in the materials, this analysis chapter will
cover mainly Rising China. I will now analyze further the documents in detail, as well as the sentences
and paragraphs that indicate a Rising China strategy.
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Socialist science and technology
All the topic areas included a notion on fourth industrial revolution by emphasizing the historical
moment and the importance to grasp that moment. Xi’s (2020) speech on science and technology
emphasized the achievement’s China has made in history and the “historical responsibility”. For
building a positive self-esteem, China must grasp the historical moment to prove the strength of
socialist state and its advantages in the technological development. Technological development can
be explained also with China’s socialism, as it has been an important part of totalitarian countries in
general as well as part of China’s own socialist history.
As stated before, constructivist framework favors the viewpoint that technological determinism does
not exist, as technologies are affected by policies. Paul R. Josephson (2005, p. 17) argues in his book
that totalitarian regimes have an impact on science and technology policies and their implementation.
Socialist science was “transformationist, a tool to change a backward, agrarian nation into a modern
industrial power and peasants, religious middle-class urbanites, and others into conscious materialist
citizens.” Josephson (2005, p. 117) also notes how “technologies are symbols of national achievement”
and how socialist states viewed this as a symbol for the superiority of the socialist system over
capitalist system.
During Mao Zedong’s reign, technology policies were affected by policies as well as the choices for
technologies, having two different outcomes: pragmatic and technocratic technology policies and
radical mass-technology policies, which were to liberate the technologies from the hands of a few
(Paltemaa & Vuori, 2009, p. 7). After Deng Xiaoping came to power, the more technocratic approach
was again visible. There was also a more tolerable stance for social impacts of technologies, which
freed technological development, such as gave a possibility for deploying the internet. (Paltemaa &
Vuori, 2009, p. 10-11.) Paltemaa and Vuori note it is still evident that “technologies are utilized to
ensure the continuation of CCP-rule” (2009, p. 13), which points out one special need for these
technologies to be developed. Technology is now used to gain, for example, economic benefits
(Paltemaa & Vuori, 2009, p. 15).
Here is an example on how socialist science and technology, by linking it to the historical moment,
was manifested:
Since the 18th Party Congress, we have attached high importance to S&T innovation work,
and consistently made innovation the first driver of development. Through the collective
effort of all of society, our country's S&T undertaking has made historic achievements and
seen historic changes. (Xi, 2020)
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The “historic achievements” and “historic changes” point towards both strategies: Rising China and
Sino-centric China, as it also reveals the idea of socialist state system and its historical context. It
bases the strategy on historic greatness, but on Forsby’s model, the “Rising China” strategy does not
entail “Socialist China” narrative category, which the idea of history here also contains. The historical
achievements also relate to socialism and its “specialty”, which also points to creativity strategy.
History in other contexts
In the science and technology plan, historical moment is linked to a Rising China strategy:
Proceeding from a new historical starting point, a new situation of national innovation and
development will be created, and a new journey of building a world S&T superpower will
begin. (State Council, 2016, p. 5)
Here historical moment will bring a possibility for China to gain a stronger position in the
international competition with the emphasis on the “national innovation and development” as well as
the “world S&T superpower”, which together indicate a more domestic driven technology power, not
only as equal to other developed countries who hold a high position in the technology rankings, but
also as a national superpower who has more power over other countries. I will analyze the term
superpower (强国, qiangguo) later on.
In artificial intelligence, historical moment is also emphasized, and it shows a Rising China strategy
by pairing the AI as a driver for a competition in the new era:
AI has become the core driving force for a new round of industrial transformation, [which]
will advance the release of the huge energy stored from the previous scientific and
technological revolution and industrial transformation… (State Council, 2017)
Xi Jinping’s speech on artificial intelligence also pointed out the historical moment and linked it to
the strategic opportunity:
Accelerating the development of a new generation of AI is related to the strategic issue of
whether China can seize the opportunities for a new round of scientific and technological
revolution and industrial transformation. (Xi, 2018)
Similar notion on historical moment and its strategic importance was found in Xi’s speech on science
and technology:
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For technologies in which we can rapidly break through and solve problems in a timely
manner, we must step up quickly. For technologies that are strategic and require long
timeframes for success, we must deploy for them in advance. (Xi, 2020)
The strategic importance is linked to the history in two ways: as a historical and emerging greatness,
as a position China should be justified to claim to itself, and as a historic context of socialism, which
affects how China sees the technological development as a strategic tool to keep its legitimacy and to
bring well-being and economic benefits.
In the area of cyberspace policies, history was stressed similarly as in the other documents. In Xi’s
speech (2018a) the competitive dimension of history is also evident, since historical opportunity is
something China must seize now to gain a higher position. It is also paired with “historical
achievements” China has made, which emphasizes the emerging greatness.
He stressed that informatization has brought extremely rare opportunities to the Chinese
nation. China must acutely grasp the historical opportunity of informatization development…
the historical achievements that have been obtained in China’s cybersecurity and
informatization work, and the historic changes that have occurred since the 18th Party
Congress… (Xi, 2018a)
Here historic moment and the historical change is linked to building a modern socialist country, and,
therefore, Sino-centric strategy, as socialist China narrative is a basis on the historical change. On the
other hand, it is linked with Rising China strategy, as it emphasizes the “Chinese dream” and “Great
rejuvenation”. This also shows the two-fold importance of domestic and foreign policies for the
Chinese identity strategies – domestic affects foreign politics and the other way around. To build a
strong modern socialist country, China needs to have a more assertive global strategy. Sino-centric
and Rising China strategies act together, as they both are needed: the first to emphasize the special
characteristics of China and the other for gaining a new position in the global arena.
Regarding data, foreign minister Wang’s (2020) speech states current industrial revolution in a
slightly different light, as a historic moment in which “every country faces the collective
responsibility…” Here the historical moment is linked to cooperation and shows a Globalist China
strategy. The emphasis on peaceful China rhetoric in the message aimed at the foreign audiences and
regarding a global initiative, shows the different messages for different audiences rather than the
overall dominance of Globalist China strategy in technology policy area.
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The different approaches to the “historical moment” show that history has several meanings: it has a
meaning for socialist modernization and legitimizing the socialist power, but likewise indicates a
momentum to grasp, to bring China into a higher ranking in the international order, and for it to have
an emergent position. At the same time, there are phrases about cooperation and joint efforts in this
historic position. These do not exclude each other but need further discussion on what is the real aim:
to rise, to use creative advantages or to cooperate, or does all these combined tell something about
the aims. In addition, the audience of these documents are different and possibly have an impact on
why the history is linked to different meanings.
Technology superpower
State Council’s (2016) notice on science and technology used a phrase superpower (强国, qiangguo)
paired with several industries, such as S&T superpower, maritime superpower, biotech superpower,
et cetera. This word was used also in several other documents, which illustrates the comprehensive
all-industry cutting use of this term. The Chinese word itself could be also translated as ‘strong nation’
but most of the documents used the term superpower instead. New America think tank notes that the
translation is complex (Kania et al., 2017). They note that “cyber superpower” could mean “to
become a superpower” or “building China into a national power in cyberspace”, which is somewhat
similar notion to the one I present here. The word has two meanings: to present China as a national
power and a strong nation, yet it is also a socially relational term, which reveals the aim for a powerful
nation abroad, higher position in the ranking, and a superpower in a sense that it is recognized as a
powerful nation among other powerful nations, such as the United States.
Additionally, the word superpower was used in Xi’s (2020) science and technology speech not in the
similar way as in the State Council’s (2016) notice, but as a notion of a strong nation. It was not
employed as a statement of having a leading position, but as a statement of having a strong nation
that will cooperate with others. Additionally, Xi’s (2020) speech has a notion on “strong modern
socialist nation”, which shows the other meaning of this word: a domestic need for a strong nation,
and not only a superpower in an international sense, a nation, which has power over others. Strong
nation does not yet demonstrate Rising China strategy, but the use of it in the State Council’s (2016)
notice does, since it points out the will to have power over, to have a powerful position in some area.
There is an aspiration to be a powerful in several areas, which entails the idea of rising in the ‘ranking’.
In State Council’s (2017) AI plan, the phrase 世界科技强国 (shijie keji qiangguo), translated as
“global power”, which could also be translated as “the global power of technology”, is a similar
notion to already-mentioned “superpower.” This strengthens the conclusion of China to have an
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aspiration of being a strong nation of science and technology, and it is especially evident in this area
of technology. The difference in artificial intelligence related documents is the emphasis on strategy,
which shows a clear Rising China strategy, as China perceives artificial intelligence as an important
strategic tool to gain a higher position in the ranking. Xi (2018b) also talks about the “leading goose”
effect (头雁, touyan, a wild goose who leads the flock). As artificial intelligence is still a rather new
area of technology, the leadership position is not yet as fixed as in many other areas. This explains
the different language used related to this technology: there is a higher chance to have a leading
position and to gain legitimacy for it while the rankings are not yet set. This is clearly shown in the
will to take the lead in this field:
…support scientists to bravely charge into the "no man's land" ahead of AI technological
frontiers… and ensure that our country marches in the front ranks where it comes to
theoretical research in this important area of AI, and occupies the high ground in critical and
core technologies. (Xi, 2018b)
In the cyberspace sphere, the term shows also the two sides, the domestic and global implications:
…promote breakthroughs in core technologies in the information area… actively participate
in international cyberspace governance processes, move forward the construction of China as
a cyber superpower [网络强国建设] through indigenous innovation… (Xi, 2018a)
This particularly refers to cultivating their own system into a strong one, but as the term “superpower”
had been also referred as meaning a stronger nation in the international sphere, this notion has
meaning not only at the domestic level, but also at the global level. The “cyber superpower” seems
to mostly refer to a powerful cyberspace nation that will enhance this position with a creativity
strategy, by cultivating Chinese, authoritarian traits of the cyber governance. Even so, there are
similar notions to other technologies, as the need for domestic innovation derives also from the
international competition and the current state of US-China relations.
Norm-setting, influence and taking the initiative
Wang’s (2020) speech does not mention “superpower” or “a powerful nation.” For the international
audience there is a more cooperative tone, and the Rising China strategy is evident in a different way
than in the other documents. In this speech, China represents itself as a cooperative partner, who
would like to take initiative and to set agenda, but together with other nations: “China wishes to
launch the "Global Data Security Initiative" and welcomes active support from all parties” (Wang,
2020).
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It entails the idea of a China that would like to lead in the norm-setting and not only welcome other
parties for a multilateral decision-making. China wants to get support from others, but also to have a
higher position in setting the norms. Therefore, it shows a clear Rising China strategy, which is
softened with a cooperative tone. Taking the lead in the initiative reveals the more active role in the
global arena, even if the document itself otherwise emphasizes cooperation and points out to Globalist
China strategy. China wants to take the lead in norm-making even if it folds the message into a
“collective” or “collaborative” action. This is emphasized by the draft of initiative, which they present
for other countries to use as a basis for the regulations. This is stated to act as a blueprint for
international principles:
Wang Yi said he hoped China's initiative can provide a blueprint for the formulation of
international principles on data security, opening a global process… (Wang, 2020)
It is worth to notice that in Xi’s (2018b) speech on artificial intelligence cooperation was not
mentioned while talking about international or global issues. The importance to grasp the moment
and act on the development was more evident than solving the issues together. This would take the
interpretation more towards Rising China. It is possible, that the will to legitimize the laws and
regulations is only a means to an end – to rise in the ranking and challenge the existing structure. In
the field of artificial intelligence, which is a newly emerged industry, the ranking is also not well
established yet, and this might effect on the more competitive tone, while in many other areas of
norms there are established structures that are not as easily challenged, as in these newly emerging
areas.
Additionally, the competition strategy is clearly shown here with the strategy and the will to gain the
initiative in the field of artificial intelligence competition, which are paired together:
Accelerating the development of a new generation of AI is an important strategic handhold
for China to gain the initiative in global science and technology competition. (Xi, 2018b)
There are several mentions that reveal the will to have a higher position in contrast to the current one.
In State council’s (2016) notice leadership is mentioned several times. There are also mentions of
“global influence” and “international influence”, which is noted in this passage of global innovation
governance: “…proactively set the global agenda, and promote Chinese influence in international
scientific and technological innovation and the country's voice in global systems” (State Council,
2016, p. 75).
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“Influence” could possibly mean getting into the same level with Western gatekeepers (as noted in
Globalist China strategy), but the will to set the agenda reveals a more competitive social identity
strategy.
In addition to the overall global agenda, there is also an aspiration to improve the position of Chinese
technological standards. As these standards could also entail ethical or legal standards, the notion has
influence in the policy arena:
Assist Chinese enterprises, alliances, and social organizations in participating in or leading
the development of international standards, promote the "Going Global" of Chinese standards,
and enhance the international influence of Chinese standards. (State Council, 2016, p. 99)
State Council’s (2017) AI plan also lays out strategic objectives for years 2020, 2025 and 2030, which
show the ideal direction China is heading to and reveal the identity strategies by showing how China
would situate itself and how to grow its influence in the AI field. In 2020, China wants AI to “be in
step with globally advanced levels “, by 2025 “some technologies and applications achieve a worldleading level” and last, by 2030:
China’s AI theories, technologies, and applications should achieve world-leading levels,
making China the world’s primary AI innovation center, achieving visible results in
intelligent economy and intelligent society applications, and laying an important foundation
for becoming a leading innovation-style nation and an economic power. (State Council, 2017)
When looking at the recent versus the future years, it is evident there is a wish to grow the influence
that shows how, in the future, strategies might grow into more assertive once certain thresholds are
passed. By growing the development, innovation, and other areas, which grow also material
opportunities, the competitive strategies become more evident, since then China interprets itself to
have more leverage to gain a higher position. This helps to understand the changes in strategies into
more competitive in some areas and not the other, as well as the ambitious growth of the strategies
between years. As already mentioned, artificial intelligence is a rather new technology area. In other
words, this shows the cautious manner for laying out the strategies – the more leverage there is to use
competition strategies, the more they are used. This could mean also, for example, when the
legitimacy of another actor declines.
Chinese norms or multilateralism?
The use of several strategic terms in CAC (2017) article related to cyberspace policies point out to
the Rising China strategy:
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General Secretary Xi has proposed the “four principles”* to promote changes to the global
Internet governance system and the “five propositions”* for constructing a community of
common destiny in cyberspace, and has contributed the China Program and Chinese wisdom
for promoting global Internet development and management. At present, cyberspace has
become a new field of competition for global governance, and we must comprehensively
strengthen international exchanges and cooperation in cyberspace, to push China's proposition
of Internet governance toward becoming an international consensus. (CAC, 2017)
The several terms used point out to a more engaging norm-making and thus to a Rising China strategy.
Four principles and five propositions both include similar approaches to cyberspace policies as
mentioned in the documents, such as ensuring peace and security, open cooperation, interconnection,
et cetera. China program and Chinese wisdom are both part of China’s contributions to global
governance (see Kania et al., 2017). These terms and their strategic use refer to a high will to change
China’s strategic position, and are even more emphasized by the last sentence “to push China's
proposition of Internet governance toward becoming an international consensus.“
This shows that there is a will to change the existing international norms. It could also mean
multilateral decision-making, but the last sentence: “to push China’s proposition of… to becoming
an international consensus” proposes more aggressive norm-making, reflects China’s own interests,
and the aim for these to be adopted by others. Although, at the same time, there is emphasis on
exchanges and cooperation.
Xi Jinping stressed that moving forward reform of the global Internet governance system is
the general trend and a common aspiration. International cyberspace governance should
persist in multilateral participation and multi-stakeholder participation… (Xi, 2018a)
However, a Rising China strategy is evident in the cyberspace area – China wants to have a more
engaging role and not only as a multilateral actor but as a leader in some areas. Even if emphasizing
multilateralism and common efforts, this is evident in some parts of the documents:
We must unceasingly move forward theoretical innovation and practical innovation, not only
marching along a cyber governance path with Chinese characteristics, but also putting
forward a series of new ideas, new viewpoints, and new theses, and creating the strategic
concept of [building China into] a cyber superpower. (Xi, 2018a)
Here China wishes to set norms and to act as a superpower in a socially relational sense. This part
relates to both, a Rising China strategy and Sino-centric strategy, as China wants to put forward its
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own kind of norms, which others would engage in, but also cultivates its own system with “Chinese
characteristics” (see page 56). Leading position or a higher position than the current position both
point out to the competition strategy and the will to contest the current order.
There is an emphasis on cooperation and greater influence in norm-making: “Deepen participation in
and influence over international Internet governance processes…” (CAC, 2017). This emphasizes the
combination of cooperation and greater influence in norm-making. China wants to not only
participate in norm-making, but also to have an influence, and referring to other parts of the
documents, this could in some cases mean even a Chinese-led norm-making. Furthermore, the part
“strengthen self-directed (以我为主) governance platform building“ (CAC, 2017), emphasizes this
point even further. This part could also be translated as “Chinese hosted” or “led by us”, which
furthermore strengthens the interpretation of a will to have even the main position in the governance
platforms.
I will look more into these nuances of cooperation and multilateralism in the chapter “5.3 Globalist
China.”
United States legitimacy
The legitimacy of the United States is questioned in several documents. Both, Wang (2020) and Xi
(2020), address this in their speeches without explicitly mentioning the United States:
At the same time, in the face of intense international competition, and against the broad
backdrop of growing unilateralism and protectionism… (Xi, 2020)
Digital protectionism violates the objective laws of economic development, and goes against
the tides of the globalization era, not only harming the rights of global consumers to access
digital services, but in the end potentially impeding one's own development… Politicizing
data security issues and applying double standards, even to the point of freely starting rumors
to blacken others' names, violates basic principles of international relations and seriously
disturbs and hinders global digital cooperation and development. (Wang, 2020)
China challenges the legitimate position of the United States with the reference to growing
unilateralism and protectionism, as well as uses sharp language like “economic battlegrounds” and
“frontiers of global S&T.” Both speeches also refer to aims to legitimize China’s position in
technology, as United States (as well as other developing countries) have been challenging China’s
aspiration to have a legitimate position, with Huawei bans. Xi talks about a growing need for national
innovation with the growing pressure of “unilateralism and protectionism” from the United States.
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By developing their own innovation system, China will strengthen their position in relation to
declining legitimacy of the United States, and also enhance their own relational position, and does
this by strengthening the illegitimate position of the US, and by strengthening positive attributes of
its own system:
…we must march an innovation path suited to our national circumstances, we especially must
put enhancing our original innovation capabilities in a more prominent position, and we must
strive to make ever more "from zero to one" breakthroughs. (Xi, 2020)
Here as China is questioning the legitimacy of the United States as a global leader, it is building a
legitimacy of the new position for itself. This new position could be either a truly multilateral, new
Chinese-led multilateral order, or a unilateral order. Both, Wang (2020) and Xi (2020), emphasize
cooperation, but at the same time show a clear Rising China strategy.
China challenges the US legitimacy by showing itself as a country that follows the rules and the
“truth”, and, therefore, should be granted legitimacy. Wang (2020) continues the legitimizing of
Chinese data security with leaning on laws and regulations that China would follow, which it points
out to be in opposition to the acts of the United States. This indicates gaining at least some of the
position United States has lost – to show that China is ready to take a higher position as a legitimate,
equal partner of the developed countries. Even when the legitimacy is lost by the United States and
not the other developed countries, the out-group is not necessarily only the United States. By showing
that China is a responsible partner with rules, regulation, laws, China is building the trust between
themselves and especially the developed countries. Out-group is clearly more than only the United
States since China wants to be an equal to the developed countries in the technology policies and to
be treated like one.
In Xi’s (2018a) speech on cyberspace, China wants to legitimize its position by reassuring its lawful
activity. Here the backdrop of United States ban for Chinese telecommunication in April 2018 can be
clearly seen, as the speech was held not long after the first clear doubts from the US against Huawei
(Kirton, 2020). China is again delegitimizing US position by putting China into the opposite position
to them: open, multilateral, and fair.
We must foster a fair market environment, strengthen intellectual property rights protection,
and oppose monopolistic and improper competition. (Xi, 2018a)
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In the State Council’s (2016) notice there is a notion on the request for great power position: “…enrich
the scientific and technological content of new great power relationships” (State Council, 2016, pp.
72–73).
China sees itself to be able to enhance its position with the declining US legitimacy and identifies
itself as a great power next to US, as Breslin and Zeng (2016) noted about the strategic use of this
phrase (see pp. 38–39). The declining legitimacy of United States could be viewed as an “opening”
of a leadership position by China, which it would try to gain with its request for multilateral world by
truly meaning a world where it has more influence on global norms and, therefore, gaining a higher
position and even a position over others, not only as an equal. It is also possible that China wants to
rise to the same ranking, to have an equal standing point with other developed countries. Nevertheless,
there is a will to gain more responsibility in the global sphere, which will ultimately bring advantages
to China.
Developing or developed China?
Next, I will look at the position China sees itself in relation to developed and developing countries.
As Forsby noted, developing China narrative is not as significant in the 21st century (Forsby, 2016, p.
211), and its meaning has changed.
…improve the country’s comprehensive innovation capacity so it ranks among the top 15
countries in the world, bring China into the ranks of innovation-oriented countries… (State
Council, 2016, p. 7)
Ranking itself could also be interpreted as a social mobility strategy since the latter part supposes
China to be an equal to innovation-oriented countries, not surpassing them. Even so, the other notions
in these documents strengthen the Rising China strategy. When China is treated as a developed
country, its position will improve, and it has a possibility to act as a technology superpower. This
does not necessarily mean to be a “number one” in this area, but at least to have a higher position and
more power.
Here is another illustration of the aim to get in the “same level” with developed countries:
…and extending the framework of the Science and Technology Partnership Program for
Developing Countries… Strengthen scientific and technological cooperation with Africa,
Latin America, and other regions. Scale up scientific and technological assistance… help
developing countries strengthen scientific and technological innovation capacity building…
(State Council, 2016, p. 73)
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China wants to strengthen the role as a technologically advanced “helper” of the developing areas. It
still officially perceives itself as a developing country (Global Times, 2019), whereas US has
demanded at the WTO that China should change its status and give up the perks the status of a
developing country carries (Lee, 2019). The perks include, for example, the privileges that the stateowned enterprises enjoy by the state-controlled banking sector, which affects the global competition
(Zhou, 2019).
The above paragraph illustrates how China does not include itself in the developing countries.
Developing countries act as an out-group in some cases, but so does the developed countries. China
perceives itself in-between of these two groups without engaging in one or the other, but more of
switching between them. When China sees the developing countries as an out-group, it attaches
positive attributes to itself as a more advanced developing country, who has the science and
technology power to help other less advanced countries. When it sees technologically developed
(Western) countries as its out-group, China wants to move in the ranking to the developed category
and challenge the order of science and technology power. This also strengthens the argument in
Forsby’s framework that Developing China narrative is not used in the 21st century. The developing
country status is still shown but acts as a more of an ambivalent status.
Cyber policies further enhance the interpretation of technologically developed (Western) countries as
an outgroup in the technology field:
Obtain breakthroughs and unceasingly narrow the gap with developed countries in highperformance computers, quantum communications, 5G mobile, etc., becoming a global leader
in all fields. (CAC, 2017)
Developed countries act here as an out-group, but not according to mobility strategies even if there is
a need to “narrow the gap”. This is because of the notion on “becoming a global leader”, which
excludes the idea of acting together with others as an equal and to reach the same level.
The paragraph on the State Council’s (2017) AI Plan also notes how China does not only want to
cooperate and to be in a minor position. It wants to have an impact, to have the similar level that
developing countries already have, and to act as an equal by engaging in cooperation:
AI has become a new focus of international competition. AI is a strategic technology that will
lead in the future; the world’s major developed countries are taking the development of AI as
a major strategy to enhance national competitiveness and protect national security. (State
Council, 2017)
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Here developed countries act as the out-group. China, to keep up with the competition, needs to take
the same measures as developed countries. Artificial intelligence is seen as a competitive field, which
entails the idea of keeping up or getting higher in the ranking.
Economic and social innovation
In the State Council’s (2016) notice, under innovation sector, there is also a notion on helping with
the policy formulation, which indicates more assertive strategies:
…strengthen dialogue and cooperation with major countries, important international
organizations, and multilateral mechanisms with a focus on policy formulation…. (State
Council, 2016, p. 73)
There is also a mention on “science and technology policy planning and consultation”, which
indicates assertive role in policy formation. Following this, cooperation with other countries and
strengthening the domestic companies, not only as bystanders, but also as active members, is
mentioned:
Give full play to the role of international scientific and technological cooperation bases and
cooperate with leading countries to build high-level joint research centers in relevant fields.
Encourage Chinese scientific research institutions and enterprises to establish overseas
research and development institutions in various ways, including joint establishment with
internationally renowned scientific research institutions and multinational companies. (State
Council, 2016, p. 74)
Originality or uniqueness in different areas of technology, which are also mentioned in the State
Council’s (2016) notice, link to Rising China strategy rather than Sino-centric strategy, as in the text
these are paired with competition. Here the word does not have any distinctive meaning as itself, such
as Chinese characteristics, but a meaning of originality as a driver for innovation and, furthermore,
competition, to rise in the ranking. As innovation needs more original ideas, China wants to enhance
these characteristics to engage in a competition strategy.
Under the impetus of mobile Internet, big data, supercomputing, sensor networks,
neuroscience, and other new theories and new technologies, AI has developed rapidly,
presenting new characteristics such as deep learning, interdisciplinary convergence, humanmachine cooperation, group intelligence development, autonomous operation, etc. It is
currently producing a major and profound influence on economic development, social
progress, and the structure of international politics and economics. (Xi, 2018b)
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Artificial intelligence has two intertwining means for China: domestic development and gaining
position in the international arena. China especially perceives the area of technology as competitive.
If they miss the momentum for it, they will fall behind in the competition. Social identity strategy is
leaning towards competition, hence, Rising China. On the other hand, gaining initiative means also
to gain more leverage, to have a multilateral arena where everyone has a say, and not necessarily a
high position in it or power over others. As noted in the social identity theory, the competition does
not necessarily lead to conflict and, therefore, the quest for multilateralism could also entail the idea
of competition. However, it does differ from the Globalist China strategy, which emphasizes the
peaceful China and the social mobility strategy. Even when some parts point out to multilateral aims,
the overall analysis leans towards the competition strategy, especially in artificial intelligence, where
cooperation was only mentioned in a side note.
Core technologies
As mentioned earlier in chapter 4, core technologies have been recently related to indigenous
innovation and mentioned not only in artificial intelligence but also regarding other technology areas:
We must be determined, persevere, seek the right center of gravity, and accelerate the
promotion of breakthroughs in core technologies in the information sector. (Xi, 2018a)
Leading in technology and to be willing to have a leading position in critical and core technologies
has two possible means: 1) to ensure the leading position or 2) to ensure that dependence on others,
such as United States in the time of protectionism and trade wars, is less crucial, and to gain a higher
position, but not to contest the current order itself. If China wants to only raise its position to the same
level with the developing countries to protect its development, this does not necessarily indicate the
will to contest the current order as such, but to grow its position by multilateralism. However, it is
evident that China wants to gain a better position in the AI ranking, and not just a small portion of it
for keeping up with development, but in the core areas, by even gaining a leadership position. This
indicates the following possible mean of core technologies: the conflict through competition in
technologies, especially with the US who has been the most vocal with questioning the legitimacy of
China and the suspicions towards Chinese telecommunications.
5.2 Sino-centric China
Sino-centric strategies were found in all themes. There were several ways in how these were realized:
emphasis on socialism, other Chinese characteristics, or attaching special attributes to legal, ethical,
and regulatory framework.
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Socialism as a creative attribute
For example, in Xi’s (2020) speech on science and technology and the State Council’s (2017) AI plan,
Sino-centric strategies were related to the emphasis of the socialist state system:
Fourth, accelerating S&T innovation is necessary for the smooth opening of the new journey
of comprehensively building a modern socialist country… actively undertake to bear the
heavy burden of historic responsibility, and merge their own scientific pursuits into the
magnificent undertaking of building a modern Socialist country. (Xi, 2020)
Fully give play to the advantages of the socialist system to concentrate forces to do major
undertakings, promote the planning… (State Council, 2017)
China perceives socialist system as having perks when comparing it with Western liberal democracies,
which shows a Sino-centric strategy and strengthens the interpretation that Western liberal
democracies are the out-group in these policies. In State Council’s (2017) AI plan, socialist system is
another option for developing artificial intelligence.
By emphasizing the socialist system, China uses social creativity strategy to change its position in the
technology policies, as it redefines negative attributes into positive ones. A socialist system, in
opposition to liberal democracies, would advance these policies. Similar to Forsby’s framework, the
out-group is liberal democracy. By building a modern socialist state, China perceives itself to have a
higher position in the science and technology policies. Therefore, socialism is a special character,
which may advance these policies. Even if not explicitly stated above, the pairing of these two –
science and technology development and socialist state – entails the idea of socialism as an advantage,
which will enhance China’s positive self-esteem, as it is related to the modernization effect socialism
delivers. This is further evident here:
From the earliest introduction of the Four Modernizations, to the presently proposed
comprehensive construction of a modern socialist power, S&T modernization has always
been a major element of our country's realization of its modernization. (Xi, 2020)
As mentioned earlier, science and technology have been a major part in building the modern socialist
country and continues to do so. In the earlier chapter, socialism was linked with Rising China strategy
based on the historic greatness it manifested, whereas here it is related to modernization. Four
modernizations are related to Deng Xiaoping’s “reform and opening-up”, and refer to modernization
of industry, agriculture, science and technology, and defense (Paltemaa & Vuori, 2012, p. 264).
Linking the modernization to the historical tradition emphasizes the importance of socialism in the
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science and technology advancement for China. These two interact – socialism helps modernization
and modernization advances socialism and legitimizes Chinese state system. Therefore, it is a
creativity strategy: socialism is the “special trait” to advance the position in the perceived science and
technology ranking. The state system is here included as the characteristic of a driver for
modernization.
The reason socialist traits should be concluded as a part of social creativity strategy lie in the emphasis
on a special, “Chinese” traits. By changing the (in the eyes of West) negative attributes of socialism
into positive attributes, socialism, modernization and advancing of science and technology act as parts
of a creativity strategy. These two narratives are aligned in the text, and do not work strictly separately.
It could even be noted that Rising China might also entail a narrative block from socialist China in
some cases. To make the analysis more straightforward, it helps to separate “positive attributes” of
socialism into the social creativity strategy (as they use their special traits to change their position
into a more positive one) and “historical greatness” as a claim for a higher position into the social
competition strategy.
History as a creative attribute
As mentioned earlier, history is also linked with the Rising China strategy. The difference with
categorizing depends on how it is emphasized: when there is an emphasis on socialism as a special
trait, this promotes social creativity strategy as it uses socialism as a positive attribute compared to
the out-group (Western liberal democracy). However, in the parts where history is emphasized as a
source for greatness, it shows Rising China strategy instead. It is also worth to note that socialism
could be the source for “historical greatness” and, therefore, act as a part of the Rising China strategy.
Following, here is a notion, which seemingly mixes two strategies, Sino-centric and Rising China:
…seize new grand victories for Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, and
realize the Chinese Dream of the Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese Nation. (Xi, 2018a)
Here historic moment and the historical change is linked to building a modern socialist country, and,
therefore, Sino-centric strategy, as socialist China is a basis for the historical change. It is also linked
with Rising China strategy, as it notes the “Chinese dream” and “Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese
Nation”. This shows the two-fold importance of domestic and foreign policies for the Chinese identity
strategies. To build a strong modern socialist country China needs to have a more assertive global
strategy. Sino-centric and Rising China strategies act together, as they both are needed: the first
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emphasizes the special characteristics of China and the other is used to gain a new position in the
global arena.
Scientist’s spirit
In addition to socialism and modernization, there is a mention about a certain “scientist’s spirit”:
Since the new China was established, S&T workers have raised one monument to S&T
innovation after another on the soil of the motherland, and have cast a distinctive spiritual
disposition. (Xi, 2020)
Xi is talking about “scientist’s spirit” and in the State Council’s (2016) notice “scientific spirit” is
mentioned several times. “Scientist’s spirit” shows the Sino-centric strategy as it refers to some
special attribute, which Xi notes as “distinctive spiritual disposition”, and this to be something
Chinese people possess. Spirit here could be interpreted as a special vigor, a drive for the Chinese
people to carry forward these policies. This will give them special traits compared to other countries,
which advance the science and technology. In Xi’s (2020) speech this is related with patriotism,
history, and modern socialist country. The out-group is apparently technologically advanced
developed countries, especially Western liberal democracies, which have a different state system, but
are advanced technologically.
State Council’s (2016) notice might use a slightly different word in the translation1 but it is evident
the meaning is similar. Additionally, spirit is related to the historical importance, and, therefore, links
it also with socialist character, as socialism emphasizes history and modernization as an important
part of the ideology: “Carry forward the scientific spirit as an important part of the construction of
advanced socialist culture” (State Council, 2016, p. 95).
Chinese characteristics
In addition to socialism, there is another Sino-centric strategy notion related to the culture of
innovation:
Vigorously cultivate a culture of innovation with Chinese characteristics, increase innovation
confidence, actively advocate for a culture of innovation that dares to take the lead and

1

During the analysis the Chinese language original was not available and the researcher could not check whether the translation
differed.
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tolerates failure, form a scientific and cultural atmosphere that encourages innovation… (State
Council, 2016, p. 96)
Culture of innovation is mentioned several times in State Council’s (2016) notice, but only once
paired with “Chinese characteristics”. Even only one notion, it leads the interpretation of the “culture
of innovation” to enhance Sino-centric strategy, by showing that the “culture” is something special
and different than what the out-group (Western liberal democracies) has. By manufacturing a special,
innovative culture there is a possibility to change the current position in the ranking. Chinese
innovation culture is perceived as to advance science and technology development. Even the phrase
“Chinese characteristics” would not carry any particular meaning, it shows that China interprets its
innovation culture with special traits that are distinctive of others’.
The Sino-centric strategy is clear in cyberspace sphere since it is closely related to information and
public opinion. Enhancing the positive attributes for status, and by controlling the information, the
positive attributes may be manifested. This is furthermore evident in this paragraph:
…and, oriented by values, we must use the Thought of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics
for a New Era and the spirit of the 19th Party Congress to unite and bring together millions
of netizens; deeply develop education on ideals and beliefs; deepen propaganda and education
on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era and the Chinese Dream; vigorously
foster and practice the Socialist Core Value View; advance innovation in online propaganda
ideas, concepts, forms, methods, measures, etc.… (Xi, 2018a)
“The Thought of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”, “Socialism with Chinese Characteristics
for a New Era” or “the Socialist Core Value View” all emphasize the special attributes that other
countries do not possess. This paragraph shows the importance of domestic sphere in the technology
policies. Sino-centric strategy is an introverted strategy and used also, or even especially, for the
coherence of the domestic sphere. Although, it will also affect global in an indirect manner if the
Chinese system uses socialism as a basis for the strategy, and this would furthermore affect the normpropositions. The attributes, which are perceived as ‘negative’ by others, like non-socialist (nonauthoritarian) cyberspace (by Western countries or other sceptics of the Chinese cyberspace system)
are manifested as positive, and, hence, the cyberspace policies use a creativity strategy. Here the
emphasis is more on changing the attributes by using a creativity strategy than contesting the current
position and replacing it with their own. Although, this does not exclude the use of Rising China
strategy in other parts of the documents, which then illustrates the overall strategies of Chinese
technology policies.
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The socialist or Chinese character of the Chinese cyberspace is furthermore emphasized here:
General Secretary Xi’s strategic concept of building China into a cyber superpower
constitutes a scientific summary and theoretical refinement of the path to socialist governing
of the Internet with Chinese characteristics. (CAC, 2017)
Here cyber superpower is paired with “internet with Chinese characteristics”, which would imply that
in cyberspace sphere China would use a Rising China strategy. As pointed out earlier, the use of the
word “superpower” in the context of cyberspace seemingly refers to a strong nation in the domestic
sphere. This would mean that China emphasizes its socialist system in an introverted manner rather
than an extroverted manner. Global internet governance could also mean something else to China.
There is also a possibility for China to interpret this as a Chinese internet in the global era. On the
other hand, in this document there is a notion on the responsibilities of a great power, which points
out to a Rising China strategy – a great power whose responsibility is also to set the norms.
Nevertheless, this mostly refers to cultivating their own system into a strong one, as the ‘cyber
superpower’ seems to refer to a powerful cyber nation, and China enhances this position with a
creativity strategy by cultivating Chinese traits in the cyber governance.
Negative attributes into positive attributes
It is explicit that China wants to change the negative attributes of itself into positive ones by changing
the perception the out-group, here especially Western countries, or other countries with a negative
image of China, have of it:
…mobilize the people of all nationalities, mobilize all aspects of enthusiasm, to jointly realize
the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and the struggle for the China Dream… Use the
international Internet to tell a good story of China, expanding online international
communication to more than 200 countries and regions and more than 1 billion overseas
users… (CAC, 2017)
As other countries have negative views on Chinese government, it uses the cyberspace policies to
redefine these negative attributes into more positive, and further to legitimize its quest for
participation in the norm-making. When changing the attributes into positive ones and then,
furthermore, taking advantage of these new positive attributes, there is a possibility to enhance their
position in the norm-making:
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“We must strengthen the construction of international dissemination capabilities, innovating
promotional ideas, operational mechanisms, discourse systems, and ways of expression.” (Zhuang,
2018)
Legal, ethical, and regulatory aspects
The way legal and ethical issues are discussed in the documents point out to Sino-centric strategies.
In artificial intelligence the legal, ethical, and social issues were brought up:
It is necessary to strengthen the analysis and prevention of potential risks in the development
of AI, safeguard the interests of the people and national security, and ensure that AI is secure,
reliable, and controllable… strengthen research on legal, ethical, and social issues related to
AI; and establish and improve laws and regulations, systems and institutions, and ethics and
moral principles that ensure the healthy development of AI. (Xi 2018b)
The emphasis on ethics, laws, regulations, and other legitimate sources for AI development could be
one way to answer to Western democracies and their suspicions towards China: to show China as a
responsible partner in technology. It enhances the idea of China as a responsible partner by changing
the negative attributes into positive ones. This, again, relates to Huawei and 5G complications in
several countries.
Security here has two aspects: one is the national security and the legitimacy of the CCP, and the
other is the security related to the international arena, and how China is seen as a reliable and ethical
partner. This paragraph summarizes these two interests. Emphasizing security is the answer to the
suspicions and necessary for the status aims. While ensuring that China is an equal to other countries,
China legitimizes their equal status as a member of the global arena, amongst the technologically
developed (Western) countries. The strategy is apparently close to social mobility, Globalist China
strategy. By emphasizing to be at the similar level, an ethical, international party, they move in the
rank to the same level with the “Western gate-keepers”, which is the out-group of Globalist China.
This is also shown here since the Western countries are the ones with technological advancements.
However, China also changes the attributes of their own laws and regulations from negative into
positive ones, and by this would lean more towards a social creativity strategy, by showing that the
“Chinese” laws and regulations are as good option as the ones liberal democracies have to offer. This
is not explicit in this paragraph but might be evident when comparing it with the other parts where
there is a need to take more initiative and a will to set the agenda. By setting the agenda or initiative,
and by having a different state system, which is also manifested in many other parts related to the
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technology policies, it is inevitable that enhancing the laws is not a social mobility strategy. China
does not want to be like Western liberal democracies, but to have its “Chinese characteristics”.
Other technology areas had also notions on laws and regulations. In information technology, China
manifested its position as a defender of lawful activity and security. China is delegitimizing US
position with Sino-centric strategy by putting themselves into the opposite position to the US and
manifesting itself to be open, multilateral, and fair:
We must, according to the law, severely attack online hacking, telecommunications and
network fraud, infringement of citizens’ personal privacy, and other such unlawful and
criminal conduct… and oppose monopolistic and improper competition. (Xi, 2018a)
5.3 Globalist China
Globalist China strategy was also found in the documents even if in a minor position compared to
the overall materials. This strategy was especially evident in the speeches aimed at the international
audiences: Wang’s (2017) speech and Wang’s (2020) speech.
Community of common destiny for humankind
In Xi’s (2020) speech, Globalist China strategy is also evident with a notion of “community of
common destiny for humankind” that Xi paired with the “rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” within
the same sentence, therefore, linking it to Rising China strategy instead of Globalist China strategy.
Pairing these two different strategies in the same sentence and mixing Globalist China identity
narrative with Rising China strategy shows how China balances between these two strategies: on the
one hand showing that it is emerging and rising, and on the other hand, ensuring it will rise peacefully,
together with the other nations in the global world.
China gains legitimacy for China’s cyberspace policies by emphasizing the social recognition:
Chairman Xi's important concepts of cyber sovereignty, a community of common destiny in
cyberspace, etc., have been deeply impressed on everyone's mind and gained broad approval
and positive responses from international society. (Wang, 2017)
The ‘common destiny in humankind’ has changed its form to ‘common destiny in cyberspace’ in the
cyberspace policies. This shows China’s interest to engage in global cyber governance, as the
‘common destiny’ is one step towards a more active global engagement by redefining the
international relations by a Chinese term. This does not necessarily indicate a fully “Chinese”
cyberspace governance, but a more engaged version of the current cyberspace governance. As the
changes in the social hierarchies are always relational and need recognition from the others, here the
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idea is entailed in legitimizing the new position for China in global cyberspace governance: by
“approval and positive responses from international society.”
At the same time, there is an emphasis on exchanges and cooperation:
General Secretary Xi Jinping emphasized the need to advance the building of a community
of common destiny for humankind; to build lasting peace, universal security, common
prosperity, openness and inclusivity, and a clean and beautiful world; to advance the new
world program toward a more open, inclusive, balanced, mutually beneficial, win-win
direction of development. (Wang, 2017)
China wants to be a part of building a world based on cooperation. The “common destiny for
humankind” is mentioned again, as well as several words that have a cooperative, Globalist China
tone, such as common, inclusive, mutually beneficial and win-win. It shows a peaceful China, who
engages in norm-making together with others.
In addition, Wang (2017) talks about “common” goals, such as common security, common
participation in governance et cetera, which seemingly refers to common as a global level, and further
emphasizes the will to cooperate.
Cooperation
Globalist China strategy is evident in the mentions for cooperation, joint efforts, and multilateralism:
China is willing to, together with all countries worldwide, strengthen dialogue and exchange,
deepen pragmatic cooperation, jointly expand the cake of digital economy development,
jointly promote the construction of a community of common destiny in cyberspace, and let
the Internet enrich humanity in an even better manner… General secretary Xi Jinping stressed
that all countries worldwide should jointly build a secure, cooperative, and open cyberspace,
and build a multilateral international Internet order. (Wang, 2017)
The third way of emphasizing history as the part of the social identity strategy was by linking it to
cooperation. Foreign minister Wang’s (2020) speech on data security states current industrial
revolution in a slightly different light, as a historic moment in which “every country faces the
collective responsibility…”. Here the historical moment is linked to cooperation and shows a globalist
China strategy:
Wang Yi said, right now we stand at a historic moment as new scientific and technological
revolutions and industrial transformations gain momentum. Every country faces the collective
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responsibility… Global data is becoming an impetus for every country's economic
development and industrial renewal. At the same time, data security threats pose new
challenges to global digital governance. Every country urgently needs to strengthen
communication, establish mutual trust, closely coordinate, deepen cooperation, collectively
discuss policies to combat data security threats, and collaborate on the road to global data
governance. (Wang, 2020)
All the science and technology themed documents (Xi, 2020; State Council, 2016; Wang, 2020)
mentioned cooperation. Xi’s speech had a long paragraph about cooperation, and it partly links it to
the declining legitimacy of the United States:
The more we face the pressure of blockades, the less we will be able to close ourselves off
and isolate ourselves. Rather, we must implement an international S&T cooperation strategy
that is open and inclusive, mutually beneficial and sharing. (Xi, 2020)
This is also related to the need for domestic innovation and strengthening it by global cooperation.
The global coronavirus pandemic could also be perceived as a context for this speech, and by showing
the will for cooperation, China may gain a legitimate position as a responsible, global partner during
the turbulent times. In Wang’s (2020) speech the tone is mostly cooperative, as the topic itself (global
data) is related to international sphere, whereas the other documents are discussing topics that are
closely related to the domestic sphere, too. There are several different ways in which the Globalist
China strategy is emphasized in the speech in addition to the already mentioned cooperation:
“collective responsibility”, “multilateralism” or “collectively discuss” are some of these mentions.
Cooperation itself does not necessarily entail the idea of mobility, as engaging in cooperation and
peaceful development does not exclude competition strategy: as noted in social identity theory,
competition strategy does not always lead to a conflict (see page 19). For example, the following part
uses language that would situate the interpretation in Globalist China strategy, but in relation to the
other parts of the text could reveal something else:
We should deepen opening and cooperation in the Internet domain, building a mutually
beneficial and win-win online market, creating more points of common interest, and growing
cooperation and win-wins. (Wang, 2017)
The cooperation is excessively emphasized. There is no aim for changing the norms or contesting
them, but instead to engage in mutual understanding and multilateral decision-making. Wang’s (2017)
speech notes also strengthening cooperation with Belt and Road initiative and APEC Cross-Border
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E-Commerce Facilitation Framework, which are emphasized as a source for “better bring countries
together.” It is also mentioned that data flow will continue to open, but the character of the internet
should be more closed. This represents the Chinese ideal: authoritarian, surveilled technology, but
open and cooperative to the extent that favors the economy. This could point out the ideal for
cooperation in general: mutually beneficial to the extend it does not harm the Chinese ideals.
China wants to strengthen its own voice in the international arena through the cooperation, and this
is evident from the following paragraph:
…We should strengthen coordination and linkages concerning policies, laws, norms, and
standards for the Internet and the digital economy; advocate exchange and contributions;
formulate international norms and standards that are ever more equal and reflect the interests
and concerns of all sides; resolve the problems of imbalanced structures, policies, and
standards; reform aspects of existing Internet norm systems that are unfair or irrational… This
creates conditions for international norms that reflect all sides' interests in a more balanced
manner, and for all countries to equally participate in global Internet development. (Wang,
2017)
China wants everyone to have equal participation in the global affairs. Although, having a multilateral
and cooperative tone, the interest of all sides, and the equal engaging in the policies could in some
cases also not only point out to Globalist China strategy, but to Sovereign China strategy. I will
discuss this further in the next section.
State Council’s (2017) AI plan is not promoting cooperation and joint efforts as such but more as
cooperation and joint efforts to help building China’s artificial intelligence to a higher level:
Promote the establishment of international AI organizations, jointly formulate related
international standards. Support related sectoral associations, alliances, and service bodies to
build globalized service platforms aimed at AI enterprises. (State Council, 2017)
United States and European Union are both mentioned in the Qiushi article (CAC, 2017) regarding
the relationship with these areas. With US, the goal is to “controlling differences and promoting
consensus” as well as with EU emphasis is on cooperation (CAC, 2017). When addressing the outgroups directly the emphasis is on Globalist China strategies, but when out-groups are evident in
other parts of the documents without explicitly mentioning them, other strategies become revealed,
such as already mentioned Rising China strategy.
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Legitimacy through cooperation
China points out the illegitimate global order by “unfair” or “irrational” norm systems, and the other
unequal structures, policies, or standards. The legitimate answer to this is through a certain kind of
cooperation, which will change the position China holds into a more engaged member in the decisionmaking. Additionally, China proposes norms for discussion but does not claim to take the lead:
China is willing to, together with international society, formulate and perfect norms and
standards in areas such as cross-border e-commerce and cross-border data flows. (Wang, 2017)
In Wang’s (2017) speech, the proposition for norm-making becomes later more straightforward, but
also entails the idea of “common need”:
For the entire world, realizing security in cyberspace is one foundation of building a
community of common destiny in cyberspace… China is willing to establish and complete
supervision and management mechanisms suited to the development of the digital economy
with leaders of all countries, to jointly prevent risks and challenges brought about by the highspeed development of the digital economy, and build a secure, stable and prosperous
cyberspace. (Wang, 2017)
On the other hand, it is evident that China wants to take the lead in cyberspace issues and contest the
current norms, as they point out the problems in the current system, which de-legitimizes the current
state, and then offers norm-making to legitimize their own position.
The similar discussion continues by emphasizing China’s developmental phase and efforts and its
leader agenda by taking the role of the “builder of a peace in cyberspace, a contributor to development,
and an upholder of order”:
China hopes to, through its own efforts, back all countries worldwide to jointly send forth the
speedsters of the Internet and digital economy development. China is a major cyber nation
with 700 million netizens. Even though China is a major driver of the development of the
global Internet, it is also a builder of peace in cyberspace, a contributor to development, and
an upholder of order. (Wang, 2017)
According to Globalist China strategy, China legitimizes its own development model by assuring the
out-group (Western gatekeepers) that the propositions it would make to the norms would be legitimate
by China being a responsible partner (meaning, for example, by having an out-group-approved model
for laws). On the other hand, even when showing a mobility strategy, the text also conceals the Rising
China strategy by having more aggressive aspirations for norm-making.
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5.4 Sovereign China
Sovereign China strategy was manifested with a minor position in the materials but revealed some
important notions especially related to data and cyberspace strategies. These could also reveal
something about the overall strategies.
Wang’s (2020) speech on Global Data Security Initiative manifested Sovereign China strategy as a
major part of the document. There was a need for a Sovereign China strategy in the speech for a
global audience due to Huawei incident, and the overall discussion of global data and the issues
related to it. By emphasizing their moral standpoint in data security issues as a protector of every
country’s sovereignty, China legitimizes its position:
On the basis of widespread participation from all sides, we should reach global data security
principles that reflect every country's wishes and respect the interests of all sides. (Wang,
2020)
This part entails the idea of multilateralism and pairs it with sovereignty: every country should have
data sovereignty, and China’s data strategy includes the idea of protecting sovereignty with
multilateral thinking of everyone having their voice heard.
Second, undertake both security and development. Every country has the right to protect their
country's data security according to law, and all should provide all enterprises with an open,
equitable, and non-discriminatory business environment… Fifth, respect the sovereignty,
jurisdiction, and data management rights of other countries, and do not directly access data
located in other countries from companies or individuals. (Wang, 2020)
Here Sovereign China strategy is used as a counterattack to US protectionism: every country should
protect themselves according to laws and regulations, and by doing this, they are able to have the
open and fair global environment. This refers to the US policies that China interprets as unjust and
unfair, and the acts that China points out as illegitimate. By this they can change the accusations
towards themselves by showing that the negative attributes (Huawei being a threat to other countries’
sovereignty) into positive ones (instead of United States, China being the one who respects the
sovereignty of other countries).
Changing the norms into more “rational” and “fair” could not only point out to the declining US
legitimacy as related to the Rising China strategy, but also could point out to the “sovereignty” of
countries in their cyberspace issues, and the need to have more rationality in this area. To China, a
rational system is a system with cyber sovereignty.
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In the cyber policies sovereignty was also brought up:
Upholding the integration of external openness and safeguarding cyber sovereignty and
security. Information dissemination knows no national boundaries, but sovereignty exists in
cyberspace… refrain from engaging in cyber hegemony; refrain from intervening in other
countries’ internal affairs; not engage in, tolerate or support online acts harming other
countries’ national security; jointly build a peaceful, secure, open, and collaborative
cyberspace; and assist in the construction of a community of common destiny for humankind
by building a community of common destiny in cyberspace. (Zhuang, 2018)
The first paragraph is related to the national security and ensuring the legitimacy by emphasizing the
positive attributes China has of itself, without others defining how these should appear. This means,
for example, defining their state system from the inside, not the outside, when the information flow
becomes more rapid and exchanges in this area grow more international. The second paragraph, on
the other hand, is related to, again, building the legitimacy of China as a law-abiding, rule-oriented
country, who does not intervene, but has a collaborative and peaceful cooperation with other countries.
China shows a moral standpoint as a trustable partner of cooperation in opposition to US, who has
also been accused of harming the security of other countries, here referring to, for example, NSA
leaks or Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica data scandal. In this context, the sovereignty mission is
not inevitably external sovereignty for China itself, but also to ensure legitimate position in the global
arena. Kallio (2015) notes that in the future China will likely be “more active in furthering
international justice” even in other fields than “its immediate scope of interests” in some defined ways
if this benefits China itself. Therefore, China would promote the sovereignty of other countries to
have a more legitimate position for its sovereign cyberspace system and, also, to enhance its position
in opposition to Western countries by offering an option to free and open cyberspace.
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6. DISCUSSION
The research questions were: which social identity strategies China uses in its technology policies?
What does these strategies tell about China’s technology policies in different fields of technology?
These questions were answered by comparing Forsby’s theoretical framework of Chinese social
identity narratives with the materials related to technology policies. As the framework was quite
comprehensive and the thesis only has limited length, I could not consider all the details the model
had, for example, examine in every part whether introversion or extroversion was found. On the
contrary, I only marked noticeable differences with the model and the documents. The limited amount
of material seemed to give enough answers to the research questions to draw an overall view of the
technology policies and the different areas this includes.
Most of the findings were expected and aligned with Forsby’s framework on social identity strategies.
As he pointed out, Rising China has been the most dominant strategy during the time his framework
has been constructed (before 2016). The materials for this analysis offered a viewpoint for the years
2016-2020, and just as before 2016, they were clearly showing a strong Rising China emphasis,
primarily as Forsby’s framework has presented. There was evidence that China is emphasizing its
emerging position, it is willing to set some norms, and grow its influence in global arenas and in
several technological fields. One of the significant words, which was used in relation to Rising China
strategy, was superpower (强国, qiangguo), which was revealed to have several meanings, as a
domestic and a global superpower.
Technology policies did present some particular viewpoints for the findings. One of them is the
meaning of artificial intelligence for China. As artificial intelligence is still emerging and rather new
area of technology, there is not yet a great deal of regulations, rules, and fixed hierarchies in the
application of this technology. Even if it did not explicitly differ from the other areas in technology
in terms of the language related to Rising China strategy, it could be concluded that there is a
possibility for China to view it as an especially important area of technology. It could also be viewed
as a part of the “core technologies”, which were discussed in the pages 33-34. China has already
presented several documents that discuss the importance of their role in artificial intelligence, and as
this technology field gains more and more importance, there will presumably be more documents
presented.
It was expected that the legitimacy of the United States would be questioned, as these documents
were situated in the backdrop of the Huawei restrictions and the trade war between China and the
United States. Although, what was not as explicit, but could be concluded from the materials, in some
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cases China did not only want to question the legitimacy of the United States and its power position.
As United States was clearly an out-group (as it was also in Forsby’s framework), I would also suggest
adding another out-group that was evident in the technology policies. As China wants to enhance its
position in technology, it relates itself to developing and developed countries. When it contests the
current ranking and wants to enhance its position in technology policies, it does not only challenge
the United states, but also other developed Western countries who are technologically advanced.
Therefore, at least in technology policies, the framework should include another out-group for Rising
China: technologically developed (Western) countries.
This discussion also relates to another notion Forsby (2016, p. 211) mentioned in his model:
Developing China strategy has been on decline recent years. It is clear also in these documents that
China does not position itself as a developing country, but as something in-between developing and
developed countries. This is emphasized in the way it positions itself in relation to these two groups,
as it wants to cooperate and help developing countries, but also perceives itself to be able to rise in
the rankings to the same level with technologically developed (Western) countries as an equal.
The materials also offered another point, which would change Forsby’s framework in the technology
context. In Forsby’s theoretical model, socialist narrative category was not included in the Rising
China strategy. However, with the findings of this analysis, I would add socialist narrative category
also in the Rising China strategy at least in the technology policy framework. This is due to the
historical importance of socialism in the science and technology policies (which I presented in the
beginning of the Rising China strategy chapter). Socialism is an important part for contesting the
current order or the current norms in technology policies, as it offers an option (even if on the
background) for the existing norms.
Rising China strategy was the most evident and offered the most evidence as the main strategy in the
technology policies after 2016. However, other strategies were also found and offered important
viewpoints for the technology strategies. Sino-centric strategies had a notion on socialism as an option
in opposition to Western liberal democracy. This could have major implications for the global policies,
and even only as domestic policies, if these reflect on a global level. For example, artificial
intelligence policies could have an implication abroad when importing a technology, which is running
under Chinese regulations, to another country.
There were also notions on legal, ethical, and regulative aspects, which raised a question on whether
there would be “Chinese characteristics” in these areas. Like emphasis on socialism in other areas,
these could have implications when the technologies would be implemented in other regions.
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Cyberspace policies were especially emphasizing the Sino-centric strategy, as there were notions on
changing the “negative attributes” China has into “positive attributes.” This is heavily related to the
information sector, as it is the area of the public diplomacy and public image.
These also raise a question on how much “Chinese characteristics” China wants to implement in the
global arena. The difference between competition and creativity strategies comes to question with
this notion: is using a creativity strategy also a possible competition situation, as it might “challenge”
the existing norms with a creative solution, by offering its own formerly negative-viewed attributes
as positive? As the analysis and the framework shows, this depends on the narratives attached.
The audiences of the messages had some impact on how the strategies were presented. This was most
evident in the Wang’s (2020) speech on Global Data Security Initiative, which emphasized
cooperation and multilateralism in its language even if it revealed some other strategies in addition to
Globalist China, as it also emphasized China’s will to set the blueprint for an initiative in the global
arena. Globalist China strategy was found in the texts, but Rising China strategy seemed to have more
explanatory power on the real strategies. It does not mean that China does not engage in cooperation
and multilateralism, but that it also wants to have a rising position in the technology area.
Last, as assumed before conducting the research, Unified China and Sovereign China were in a minor
position. However, Sovereign China also highlighted some important points on technology policies.
As it was discussed in relation to data security and cyberspace, it reveals a few points. One was “moral
highgrounding” in cyberspace, as China wants to emphasize the sovereignty of countries with a
different kind of internet structure. This would not only refer to China itself, but also other countries,
such as Iran, which has an authoritarian internet model. Another point of the Sovereign China strategy
was found in the Wang’s (2020) speech on Global Data Security Initiative. It seems that China also
uses the “moral highgrounding” as a way to legitimize its own position as a secure option over other
countries with new or emerging technologies. This was evident in how the Sovereign China was
manifested in relation to Huawei restrictions and the trade war.
As Deng (2008, p. 8) noted, the understanding of China’s past and present, and the connections of
domestic and international, might help us to understand the differences when comparing it to other
rising powers of technology. In this research, this argument has been further emphasized with several
findings from the materials, such as the use of socialism or socialist history as a special attribute.
Deng (2008) and Jones (2020) argued similarly that China is not a pure status quo or a pure revisionist
state, but rather it is something in-between. The results point out to a similar outcome, as China
balances between several motives, and there might be differences in the aims depending on, for
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example, in which area these acts are conducted in, and who are they influencing. It seems that in
technology policies this kind of balancing is evident. There is a clear interest in engaging more and
having influence, but this aim also balances with other restrictions and goals China has. As
constructivist framework for the social identity theory suggests, the social competition strategy does
not inevitably lead to a conflict.
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7. CONCLUSION
This thesis began from the interest towards China’s global role in the technology policies in the 21st
century. The rise of China has been widely discussed inside and outside the academia but has not
been extensively discussed in relation to the technology policies and the consequences these will have
on the global sphere. This research was conducted by combining three blocks: traditional international
relations theory, social identity theory, and China’s own political, cultural, social, and other aspects.
The research leaned towards a constructivist framework, and it was looking at the social identity
strategies from a Chinese perspective, by using a Chinese social identity strategy framework model
by Andreas Bøje Forsby (2016). The research questions were: “which social identity strategies China
uses in its technology policies? What does these strategies tell about China’s technology policies in
different fields of technology?” These questions were answered by using Forsby’s social identity
theory framework and comparing this with the materials, which contained several documents
regarding different fields of technology, such as artificial intelligence, data, or cyberspace.
The research was conducted by looking at the five different Chinese social identity strategies
presented in Forsby’s model: Globalist China, Sovereign China, Unified China, Sino-centric China,
and Rising China. The research revealed that in the materials Rising China was the most evident one,
just as it was expected according to Forsby’s model. Rising China included some expected viewpoints,
for example, China’s will to take more influence and its will to engage in the norm-making, as well
as the emphasis on its emerging position. In addition to the expected content, some other viewpoints
were also found, which proposes changes in Forsby’s model at least when regarding technology
policies. I present two changes: first, I propose socialist narrative category to be included in the Rising
China strategy due to the importance of socialist science and technology. Second, in Forsby’s model,
the only out-group of the Rising China was United States. According to the findings of the materials
regarding technology policies, I suggest the out-group should also include technologically developed
(Western) countries.
Three other strategies, Globalist China, Sino-centric China, and Sovereign China were also found,
and these revealed important viewpoints regarding the technology policy aspects, as well as China’s
role in the global arena in general. Some of these notions were, for example, how legal, ethical, or
other regulations could reveal Sino-centric strategies, as China might emphasize its own distinctive
traits in these frameworks, or how sovereignty was manifested in relation to trade wars and Huawei
restrictions, and not only when regarding the cyberspace policies and the sovereignty of the
authoritarian cyberspace model. There were some thematic differences, but these were not significant
to the extent that the themes should have been divided within the analysis. The thematic differences
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revealed some findings that might have interesting points to discuss further when researching the
impact of Chinese technology policies. As an example, I pointed out how artificial intelligence might
not yet have fixed hierarchies as it is a new and emerging area in technology.
This research has contributed to several fields of studies, such as international relations, political
science, China Studies and Media and Communication Studies, to name a few. The use of social
identity theory in this research has strengthened the argument to use this theoretical framework with
IR theory, as it has provided prominent findings. Furthermore, the use of the Chinese social identity
theory framework has strengthened the importance of looking at the political, social, cultural, or other
characteristics a country or a region has when analyzing international relations, foreign or domestic
policies.
For the future research, it would be worth to look at one thematic topic (such as cyberspace) within
this framework to look for more special traits these themes might provide within the technology
policies. When in the future the number of technology policies expands, and especially in the new
fields of technologies such as artificial intelligence, the materials might reveal more components that
will point towards Rising China strategy. Furthermore, while this research has looked at the visible
ideals, values, and guidelines, only looking at these has challenges in the actual practical
understanding of these technology policies. This framework could act as a background to further
understand the interplay between the visible discussions and what is actually conducted in the
technology policies.
The fourth industrial revolution will bring new questions and phenomena to look at in the future, and
the research in this area will likely increase. This research has been one step towards the increasing
interest in technology policies. As technologies will have great impact on societies, this will also have
essential consequences for international relations and foreign policies. China’s position will also keep
its changing essence in the future, just as it has changed when comparing its position to, for example,
the one it had in the early 2000s. In the future, Rising China strategies might become even more
evident, when China wants to gain more leverage in the international arena. However, as social
identity theory suggests, this does not inevitably lead to a conflict between the Western countries and
China. As I see it, the impact might also be much more fragmented, as the strategies and the effects
China will have on global and regional areas might differ. As an example, we might see more explicit
engaging in socialist narrative category in the already authoritarian areas, where the reception is
different from the global arena, whereas in global arena the balancing between cooperation and the
will to take initiative and to form the norms, is evident. Even so, there will always be engaging in
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cooperation in the global arena, but we might see increasing quest for making the norms, regulations,
ethical conducts, or even legal aspects in the future.
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